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MURDERER DIES
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HAYWOOD'S WIFE AND DAUGHTERS TAKE KEEN
INTEREST IN PROCEEDINGS OF TRIAL AT BOISE
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T. G. Roach's Death at Pres-cotNot Due to Tubercu-

t.

losis as Was First Believed by Physicians.
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enn not do It all alone.
Tliey must rvoelvn the support
ami amlstunee of every iienon
In the city, big and sum II.
make up your mind what yon
ran tin In Justice to yourwir, tlie
eltr and Uie territory atyoularge.
Wlien tliey eall iiMin
he
renred to tell tliem. The time
In short and the work Is a big
Akl the fair committee
task.
ami tliey will do the ret.
Hoost for tlie big fair!

Tucson, Ariz., June 7. After being
out a number of hours, a Jury in the
iae of the territory of Arizona vs.
H. J. (Jroce, a negro, returned a verdict of murder in the first degree
He will be sentenced to
yesterday.
hang.
liroce and his wife lived in Dallas,
Texas, where Uroce earned an honest
li elihnod us a cook, liy hard labor
,i:id close saving he had accumulated
sufficient to purcha.se a modest home
in tlie city's suburbs.
From this home the woman took
her departure, ostensibly to visit her
mother in Tucson, hut really to keep
:iu appointment with a Pullman porter, Jenkins by name, who had been
a lodger in the house.
('roce, it was claimed in the evidence, gave the woman money for
tiie trip and suspected nothing until
her failure to return set him thinking.
Then came a letter.
It was
short, but convincing. "i am not
coming back."
He came to Tucson, tried to reconcile the woman, and on her refusal to be good, killed her.
MAY

LEAD TO GALLOWS
Yuma. Ariz., June 7. Wtih no
other knowledge of the man's eriml-i.a- l
history than the talking he did
in Yuma's underworld, while intoxicated. Yuma officers caught and held
a negro wanted for the murder of
a policeman at Houston, Texas.
Positively identifying the bad man
a lisping tongue. liy his stuttering tlie Houston officers knew at a
word that the man held Is the murderer they hail trailed over many unbailable paths for six months past.
When- the officers arretted
the
man he told them his name was Will
Jones. According to dispatches from
".lie Texas officials it was while wear-lo- g
the name of John Alfin that the
They now
murder was committed.
are preparing to ask for Alfin's extradition and already have mailed
the capias. They will come for him
as soon as it can be arranged.
Whether any reward hangs over the
negro's head Is not known in Yuma.
To a tongue which was backed by
mo brain when loosed by liquor Alfin
will owe his death on the gallows if
he is convicted. Kxhibiling a Smith
& Wesson special police revolver to
some of the people he met in Yuma,
lie said: "This Is the gun that does
the work." Later he was beguiled
into a more detailed confession of
w hat that work had been,
going so
f.n us to admit that he had shot a
'js'.oii
H
officer.

SNOT AT HUSBAND
AND HIS PARAMOUR
June 7. Charged
wi'.h asstiu'.t to murder. Mrs. J. It.
Hacker was arrested last night by
M' detective department of the police force and lodged In the city jail.
I: is alleged that Mrs. Hlacker tired
two shots at her husband, and a Mexican woman in whose company he is
.alleged to have been caugiit by the
wife, but neither Hlacker nor the
woman he was with were hit by the
bullets. Tlie shooting occurred about
9 o'clock in a residence at tlie corner of Third and Virginia streets.
It U alleged that Mrs. Blacker followed her husband last night when
he left his home in the eastern part
of the city, and came upon him whiler,the presence of the Mexican open
through
the
i
t ulc iifciii
r
Paso. Tex..
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Romaldo Domlnguez Shot
Down Manuel Valenzuela
as Latter Stepped
From Saloon.
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PROTECTED

Unmoved
but Objects to Rapid Fire
of Questions by Attorneys for Defense.

WAS CASE OF

LICENSES

$5,000

KILL OR BE KILLED

A
Stood In Shadows Near Door With
Made No Attempt

MRS

l(YOOI

If KR

to Escape and Is In Jail at Socorro Immediate Hearing by Grand Jury.

Proprietor of Tup" Restaur
ant Tells of Contract Made
With Ruef to Act As
"Attorney."

Prisoner-Witnes- s

WILL BE HANGED

F.l

RESIDENT OF OLD

f

Slx-Shoot- er

WIFE SLAYER

TALK

4t

YEAR

TWO

;hti;i:s. iikmiihtta ami
IX (t)lltr,

VF.RNON.

RETOLD

details,

VINDICATOR

EXPLOSION STORY
Relates Accounts of Plots and
Killings of His Associates and
Other Miners Without Least

Attempt at Reservation or
Show ol Feeling.
Hoise,

Idaho. June

7.

Harrv

Or

chard took the stand this morning
tor me inira day of his examination

as the principal witness against Will
lam I). Haywood, charged with the
ssteunenberg murder.
The cross examination of Orchard
will take the entire day, and possibly-alof tomorrow also.
The prisoner witness shows no sign
or fatigue.
Haywood shows little concern. He
even asserts that Orchard connects
him with the many crimes partly out
of spite and partly at the suggestion
of the detectives and the enemies of
tne Western Federation of Miners.
Gambled Considerably.
When Orchard resumed the stand
this morning Attorney Richardson
began at once to ply him with a rapid
nre oi questions.
Orchard protested to the court, pav
ing that he would like the opportunity of answering before being inter
rupted.
"The witness will be allowed to
answer all questions without Inter
ruption," said Judge Wood, sternly
Orchard admitted that while he
was in the Idaho mining country lie
became quite a gambler, playing
poKer most or the time.
Lighted Fuse at Wardner.
He declared, In answer to a ques
non, mat lie was not at liurke or
Mullen playing poker
when the
Wardner explosion occurred, and re
iterated his direct testimony that he
lit one or the fuses that blew up the
Wardner mill.
He said he did not know Haywood,
Moyer or I'ettibone at that time, and
as far as he knew, they were not In
Wardner when the mill was bloivn
l

up.

Orchard said that he left Idaho
after the blow ing up of this mill t
avoid arrest.
From 1S9'J to IH02 he said he
worked an average of ten or eleven
months per year in the mines of
Utah, Nevada and Arizona.
He
gambled part of that time and nearly
always lost, he said.
indicator I "lot.
Orchard said that he went on the
strike with the other union men at
Cripple Creek in August, 1HU3.
The strike committee was composed
of W. F. Davis, (Sherman Parker and
a man named Kennlston.
He reported to Davis the fact of
his knowing the location of a carload
of powder in the Vindicator mine,
where he had "high graded." and
Davis offered him $'U0 to touch olT
this powder.
n
There were about fifty
men working in the mine and the
witness believed touching off the carload of powder would have meant the
death of all of them.
Caution Against Violence.
Orchard said that Moyer and Haywood both came to Cripple Creek
during the strike, and In speeches
cautioned the strikers again-- l violence, drinking and gambling.
The plan to touch off the powder
in the Vindicator mine was abandoned because the mine was guarded and
he could not find the powder.
Two months later the matter was
taken up again at the suggestion of
Davis and Parker.
declared,
Will Kasterly, Orchard
helped him experiment along the line
of attaching a pistol to the lift bar
which the cage would lift, discharging the pistol into a box of giant
caps, which in turn would tire the
powder.
Identifies ljiMerly.
Attorney Richardson called Easterly from the audience utid he was
Identified by Orchard.
Kasterly. Orchard stated, declined
to have anything to do with the explosion which he caused subsequently in the Vindicator mine in the manner outlined, saying he was an otliier
of the union and he could not he
mixed up in such matters.
Wan Jeulous.
The witness in response to a query,
said that "Hilly" Ackcrman helped
him place the bomb in the Vindicator
non-unio-

mine.

and a miner named
Beck were killed a week later by an
explosion, and Orchard supposed that
their death was due to his bomb
Asked why he informed the Florence & Cripple Creek Railroad company of the miners' plot to wreck
their train, he said that he supposed
he was a little jealous because he
had not been employed on the Jib.
A recess until afternoon was taken
ut this point.
Orvluird a I'uxxle.
The large audience whivh crowds
the court room has been unable :
fathom Orchard. Just h)W a ma'i
as to have
could be so
caused the many murders and great
property
of
that h addestruction
min, and be able tJ so cairnly tell I"j
cold-blood-

beyond their
Defense Is Calm.
The defense Is not worried over the
case, but admits that Orchard did
not tell as much as they expected he
would.
Haywood has made no statement
today, but It Is apparent that he will!
deny every fact stated by the witness.
His wife and daughters took their
usual places in the court room today.
James McParland. of Denver, the
man who secured Orchard's confession. Is a prominent figure in this
case.
To him is due not only the Orchard confession, but the transformation In the criminal himself and hl3
steadfastness on the witness stand.
McParland pointed out to the man
not alone his guilt, but his responsibilities and what reparation should
be made before the prisoner could
lie at peace with himself and iiis
Creator.
A Vast Work.
Then began the careful work of
proving up the Orchard statements,
of making arrests and gathering together the greatest array of witnesses
ever called for In a criminal proceeding in this western land, all of which
was done under the personal supervision of Mr. McParland.
With him It was not enough that
the one man should be arrested and
punished he worked buck to the
headwaters ,to the very fountain
spring, with what result the world is
now learning.
.'
For the last twenty years McParland has had charge or the western
division of the Pinkerton National
agency, with headquarters in Denver.
In that time McParland has had the
management of every big undertaking in which the agency has been employed, west of the Alissourl river.
Ills Kecord.
He is recognized the nation over as
the great specialist In conspiracies
and
crimes. He is a remarkable man in many ways.
His
memory Is prodigious, and his intureaching
the psychological
ition in
lesions in human nature is a never-endin- g
source of wonder to those
who have studied him in his profi si inal capacity.
McPartland has been with the Pin
years.
kerton agency tor forty-fiv- e
Previous to this he had followed the
se.i (.n both sides of the Atlantic.
When Allan Pinkerton, the foun-d- n
of thfc rgincy, required a young,
alert, intelligent man for service in
the civil war. the seaman "Jim" Mc-- 1
in land, w ho was about to enlist in
the federal navy, was recnimended to
him. and the daring recruit soon
From
invaluable.
made himself
that time McParland has been with
a
agency
to do
little
not
had
and
ihe
with its rise.
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Prescott, Ariz., June 7. It has developed that the death of T. G. Roach
which occurred Tu""!";' at the county Jail, where Roach was placed after being foufid guilty of the murder
of Jack Fletcher at Crown King, was
!"H due to tuberculosis, but to "ven-heor rooked opium poison, taken
with suicidal intent.
After Kouch was tried, his physical
condition was such that he was returned to the Jail to recover strength
before belnK sentenced for the murder. He apparently became stronger,
but suddenly died Tuesday night.
Opium Found In Coll.
A search of his cell yesterday resulted in the discovery of opium secreted in various places, sufficient to
have killed three men.
When Koach was stricken with his
mortal illness, Er. Looney, the county
physician, used a stomach pump to
relieve his pain. The pump brought
up some dark colored matter which
is now known to have been opium,
and accordingly a burial certificate
tins issued, stating that death was
due to opium poisoning.
Friends Kept Secret.
Friends of Roach, who was popkept
ular,
the real reason of his
death a secret as far as possible, but
the truth became known when the
Jailer ' discovered the opium in the
cell.
His attorney states that he proposes
to press a motion for a new trial despite Roach's death, but us the presence of the defendant In court In such
rases Is necessary, the motion will be
dismissed.
NEGRO

60
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NOT SENTENCED

Sufficient Quanilties ol DrugFound
In His Cell to Have Killed Three
Men
Friends Kept Affair
Secret As Long as
Possible.

Carrier.

IMHJST!

Territorial Fair commit- hard at work nii lectins
funds for the big fair.
These men are wideawake.
progressive husiitots men and
they Mill do all In tlielr power
to ntnko the fair a gigantic sue- T1m
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Heney Arraigned Ruef. the Mayor
and Others of Alleged Crafting Officials In His State-
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Oil Trust Must Answer All
Charges Preferred In Fed-

eral Court at St. Paul.
St. Paul.
Minn..
June 7. The
I "niled
Suites circuit court here today, overruled the exceptions to the
hill of complaint In the case of the
I "tilted States against the Standard Oil
company and the defendant Is granted leave to answer the portions of the
bill to which it had tiled exceptions.
Victory for PlulntltT.
This is a distinct victory for the
I'nited States officials and places the
oil trust in a pusiton where It must

answer
Had
entire
thiown
Is.-e- il

tu all charges made.
the court ruled otherwise, the
complaint would
have been
out of court and the case dis--n
bv

CAUGHT

Ihc

ledera' uttornes.

IN STREAM

Of MOLTEN METAL
Douglas. Ariz.. June 7. Nicholas
Flores. a crane swamper at the Copper Queen hospital, was caught in a
si: earn of liquid metal this moi ning
He died thu
and fatally burned.
af teriioon.
Flore was married and hj two
children.
also struck
Ricardo M. Ramos
by the fiery liquid, but not bad'y

x

ou:'-.:ed-

San Francisco. Cal.. June 7. Jean
Ioupy, for eight years proprietor of
pup restaurant here, but nowengaged in the saloon business, was
the first witness for the prosecution
at tho resumption of the Schmltz trial
today.
The "Pup" restaurant was before
the lire. Ruefa political headauarters.
Loupy testified that on the evening

TO tne

HIS

Never Said I Would Not Latter Killed Himself Because
He Feared Woman Was
Try to Get Murderer." Said
Fatally Injured.
Former Official at Denver.

Used

all

EFFoSfrs

HUSBAND

COAL

MINER

IS

ARRIVES
AND FORGIVES HER

TO ARREST MAN

lie."

A AGED

OVER

Opening of Case.
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Mesa. Ariz., June 7. The mystery
caused by the suicide of John Fergu
son .alias Wright, at the Mesa hotel
last Sunday, while his alleged wife lay
in an adjoining room, suffering from
dangerous wounds In her head, in
flicted by a fall into a well on a ranch
near here, has been cleared up by the
arrival of Ferguson s brother, Ben F,
Ferguson,'
Ariz
from Thatcher,
where he owns a ranch.
Her Real HuHbuitd.
He Is the real husband of Mrs. Ferguson, and claims he never had any
trouble with his wife.
A few years ago his brother began
living on their ranch.
Owing to the death of his sweet
heart in Kentucky, the young man
proceeded to ruin himself with bad
whiskey
Finally John bocame disgusted
with ranch life and went to Huff Old
to work in a sawmill. While there
he wrote a letter to his brother's
wife, asking her to come and reside
with him. Her husband received this
letter, and she merely laughed over
It.
John then disappeared.
Woman Ieaves Home.
When later she disappeared, It developed that a letter had come from
and accordingly her
John to her,
,d'
lUHlmn

atteIltioI1

ta

llie. CttSe

"
" tillingherofuntil
hfr,telegram
her

he

J' nnltted

John
brother s death.
suicide because he feared
Injuries
were
woman's
fatal
the
There was a touching gcene when
the brother was shown the body. He
had it decently burled, and owing to
his wife's entreaties, nnally agreed to
remain in this city until she recovers
V

ITincc in Debt.

VICTORY

ment to the Jury at

A FIIMOCUYT SCKNK IX (Ol It T IIAYWOOI
SITS WITH IIIS ARM
AROl.XI HIS IJTTIjK l.lltl,, VKItNON, WATCHING T1IF,

s-

SAM

IS

PROCEEDING SLOWLY

7.
Denver, Colo., June
"It Is a
said Former Sheriff Hamilton
Armstrong when asked last night regarding the statement made by Orchard In his testimony at Boise, to
tlie effect that Armstrong had told
Haywood that he would not try very
hard to capture the murderer of I.yte
Gregory.
"I never in my life spoke to HayIt Is a lie.
wood about this matter.
I made no such statement to anyone,
hut on the contrary, I made every
effort possible to apprehend the murderer. We did not have a good clue
to work on. but every possible effort
was made to locale the guilty man.
Gregory and I were personal friends,
and I was Interested In the capture
of his slayer both as an ofilcer and a
friend. F.very detective and deputy
sheriff in Denver was put to work on
the case."
;rcaor' Murder.
I.yte Gregory, a former city police man and deputy sheriff, was shot and
instantly killed about midnight. May
14. l'.niC while walking along South
Water street, near South Clark. Ills
death was caused by a shotgun loaded
with buckshot, all the shots entering
Pope Honors Ijlilor.
his body from the front. Gregory was
Rome, June 7. The pope has di- pierced bv ten shots; three In the
rected, on behalf of the order of the right han.l three in the riglU hip and
Augustine Fathers, that the honorary
head entered over
degree of doctor of laws be conferred ; .t through the coming
out In the
upon F.dward Bok, editor of the la- the left eve and
of the head. The shot that
dles" Home Journal of Philadelphia,
i.louifhed
Uiiied
iireTorv
for "signal services in Journalism and throueh his shoulder, cutting uoward
an ar- moral ethics," by the college of
In his neck.
tery
of
Philadelphia
Just outside

UNCLE

TRIAL

The Hague, June 7. Prince Kber
Benthelrn-Stelnfurt,
of
who
welu
some time ago forfeited his rights of
inheritance and his position In the
the
German army by marrying
daughter ot a burgomaster. Is now

-

tne Delmonlco liquor license was re
voked. he called Ruef on the tele
phone and made an appointment with
mm for tne next day.
For $5,000 Per Veur.
When he met Ruef they discussed
tne matter, and he said that he sup
posed his turn would come next.
He asked Ruef to help him and the
other French restaurants by acting as
tneir attorney.
Ruef agreed to take the case as
attorney for 17,000 a year for two
yeirs.
Loupy consulted with the proprietors of the Marchards. Poodledog, Del
monlco and Bay State restaurant, and
they agreed to offer Ruef 15,000
year to protect their licenses. Ruef
accepted that offer.
Hcney's Statement.
In his opening statement to the
Jury yesterday, Heney told the story
ot the French
restaurant scandal,
putting plainly before them, consecu
tively, step by step, tlie plot to hold
up the restaurateurs.
He told how the mayor's Influence
was used with the police commission
ers; of the meeting at th mayor's
house, and of the various meetings at
w hich the hold-u- p
was consummated
"In the year 104, with Police Commissioners Howell, Drlnkhouse, Hutton and Reagan In office," said Heney, "we expect to show that Schmltz
commenced a systematic operation of
blackmail. In .other words, houses of
prostitution, saloons and French res
laurants, wtilch could not exist with
out police protection, were held up.
Was Solunltz's System.
"We expect to show that this system was suggested by Schmilz. who
told Reattan that he should Investi
gate the French restaurants and that
they should be closed. inus it can
bo seen that with the aid of Huttou
who always opposed the French res
taurants, the licenses could be held
ui.
"We are going to show that a place
known as the municipal brothel, at
60 Jackson street, an extensive house
of prostitution, in which Ruef and
Schmltz shared, was raided by Hut
ton: and because of this the mayor
put police detectives on Hutton's trail
and put up a uiunoiicai pioi to ruin
him In the eyes of the people of Sail
Francisco.
Heney went on to tell how the
prosecution woutu show that Ruef
and Schmitz plotted to hold the
French restaurants up for a stipulated
sum before they could renew their
censes; how Huttou was dismissed
up
from the board on trumped
charges because he would not vote
request
s
on
Schmltz
for the renewal
and how the money was collected
from the proprietors and handed to
Ruef, to be divided wim scnnuiz.
The trial Is proceeding slowly us
objections and
there are constant
lawyer's squabbles.

bankrupt.
After the wedding he
hired a castle near The Hague, per
haps hoping for recognition by his
aunt, the queen dowager of the Neth
Body Found Lying Near Sa- erlands, but neither she nor Queen
Wilhelniina noticed him. His failure HELD FOR CUTTING
to pay rent for the castle has led to
loon at Trinidad With His
its seizure by bailiffs, whose pres
nice, however, did not disconcert the
Throat Cut.
HIS SISTER-IN-LA- W
prime and princess. They merely
played tennis, ignoring the officers,
who watched the game. The pair
Trinidad. Colo.. June 7. While have now gone to Germany, leaving
cows
Preott. Ariz., June 7. Jim
hunting for his
this afternoon
bailiff in possession.
Kvans, who stabbed his sister-in-laJuan Martinez, a miner at Cedar-hurs- t, the
Mrs. Tom King, In the abdomen with
twenty miles north of here, disa pocket knife, and who was shot
covered the body of an aged man lywith two loads of bird shot in his
ing In an arroya about 100 yards back LAS VEGAS MAN TO
hack by tlie woman's husbund Imof the Dalgas saloon. His throat was
mediately after ihe cutting,
was
cut from ear to ear and a bloody
knlfo was found lying at the side of
MEET ROOSEVELT placed under $l.oou bond by a Justhe body. The corpse was In a bad
tice here today to await the action
state of decomposition and evidently
of tlie next grand Jury. He has not
the man had been dead for several
been able to give bond.
davs.
Special to The Citizen.
Kvans said the cutting was acciIlodv Idcntiiied.
Washington, D. C, June 7. Assist- dental. He said Mrs. King hit him
The body ws Identified as that of ant Culled Slates Attorney David J. with a stick of stove wood and that
Red Wilson, a miner of the Black Ieahy, of New Mexico, had a consul- he whirled around, an open knife lu
Diamond, who had been missing for tation with Mr. Newell today, and he his hand, the knife accidentally cutWilson wai 6 4 years old met Secretary Garfield this afternoon ting her.
a week.
The testimony of Mrs.
and lived alone In a cabin near the at S o'clock, relative to the I .as Vegas King anil her husband was. different
mine. It is said that Wilson left a reclamation project.
denying
she struck hlin,
the
former
saloon ut Cedarhurst a week ago In
as to
He also saw Secretary I.oeb uud ha and
the latter testifying
an Intoxicated condition.
an engagement to meel president threats Kvans had made to "kill all
The supposition is that he was way- Koosevelt tomorrow.
the niggers around there."
laid by robbers and killed and the
body thrown Into the arroya.
The
llaisuM.
Pardon for
MlOWNF.It VOMX WAS
murdered man was a native of Sweden and had a w if and two daughParis, June 7. A dispatch to the
I.I UHKIIM IN S W UMMV.
ters living In Nebraska.
say
Petit Parisian from Tangier
New York. June 7.
F. J. Rezllle,
that the board of foreign affair has a friend of Mrs. K M. McLean, who
ottered a pardon to Ralsull, the no- was drowned In the Thames river,
Naiir Haliy enrolled.
Madrid. June 7. Tie name of the torious bandit, on condition that he with Otto Eiterich, of New York, rebaby prince of Spain has been enter- leave Morocco and live away from ceived a cablegram today from Miss
ed on the roil of a rtgimeut and he Tangier on a pension to be paid him Memory, who was with Mrs. Mel-awaars tiie number ot It in golr!, by the government.
In London, telling of the drowning.
pinned on his bib. A h'! In the bar
A friend of Kalsull proposes thut Rezlll
said that Mrs. Mcleun was
Is
I
a
lis
lal he make a tour of the British and the widow of Arthur A. McLean, a
racks
reserved for him
est recruit. l?ueen Victoria Is doing American music halls. It is believed lumberman,
lu livsd in Denver and
Chl.-agowell.
that Ralsull favors such a achems.
.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Socorro. X. M., June 7. Romaldo
Domlnguez. aged 28 years, a rancher,
laid in wait for Manuel Valenzuela.
aged 24, as the latter walked from
the saloon of Jaoobo Armljo, In old
town, San Antonio, at 1 o'clock this
morning, and shot Valenzuela with a
.45 calibre Colt's
One shot was nred, which passed
through Valenzuela'a left lung near
the heart. Death was almost instantaneous.
Domlnguez surrendered without re.
slstance and was taken to the Jail at
this place.
He said he lired In
The grand Jury Is now In session
and he will be taken before it tomorrow and will probably be given an
Immediate trial if a true bill 1 rendered against hltn.
At the time of the killing Valenzuela was carrying a .44 calibre Winchester, but Domlnguez fired before
Valenzuela could raise his gun.
The shooting created considerable
excitement In San Antonio.
Had Been Drinking.
Both men had been drinking In the
saloon of Jacobo Armljo during the
evening, according to the statements
of several men.
While In the saloon, Valenzuela
carried the Winchester, but made no
attempt to use It there.
Domlnguez said that friend Inform-e- d
him that Valenzuela was carrying
the Winchester for the purpose of
killing him.
Had Heen Friends.
He and Valenzuela
had been
friends until recently, when they
quarreled over a trivial matter.
Hearing that the Winchester was to
be used to kill him. Domlnguez left
the saloon and went home, where he
secured a
He then returned to the saloon and
stationed himself in the shadows
near the doorway, holding the
In readiness.
Toole Xo Chances.
He suld In Jail here that he feared
Valenzuela and decided to take no
chances.
Alone In the dark outside, he waited for the man with the Winchester.
About 1 o'clock In the morning Valenzuela stepped from the saloon with
the Winchester In his hand, en route
to his home. As he gained the street
Domlnguez leveled the
and fired quickly.
Valenzuela gave a half articulated
cry, dropped his Winchester, threw
up his hands to his chest, took a few
staggering steps and fell in the street.
Domlnguez turned and walked
slowly away.
Several men from the saloon came
to Valenzuela's assistance and carried
him Into the building. He expired in
a short time.
Motive a Mystery.
The motive for the quarrel and the
killing which followed Is a mystery.
In fact, the details of the affair are
nyt yet clearly known.
Domlnguez states that because he
believed that Valenzuela would shoot
him at the first opportunity,
he
thought It best to take the Initiative
and kill Valenzuela. This appears to
be about the best solution of the affair.
An Old Feud.
The otticers at first believed the affair to be the result of an old feud,
resulting from tlie trouble among the
section men ut Sail Antonio some
months ago.
Domlnguez Is the brother of the
present section foreman at San Antonio.
This foreman was placed in
charge of the section gang, following
several attempts on the purt of unknown men to throw a switch ut San
Antonio and wreck through passenger trains.
Train Wrecker.
These unknown
train wreckers
fired on one of the section men several months ago because he shut a
switch which hud been opened. Just
In time to save a passenger
train
from being sent into the ditch.
Domlnguez, however, slates that h
knew nothing of the railway aff.ilr
and cared nothing about any trouble
among the railroad section men. He
Is related by marriage to the deposed
section foreman, which adds strength
lo his statement.
Before (.rami Jury.
The whole affair will undoubtedly
be cleared up at once as the grand
Jury Is now In session here and Domlnguez will be taken before It tomorrow. If he Is Indicted he will
probably be tried at this session of
the district court.
The families of both men are
shocked by the tragedy. They say
that they know nothing about the
cause of the shooting, other than the
men had not been on good term for
some time.
Domlnguez said that he would have
no trouble In proving self defense and
that he made no ullempt to evade
a rrest.
e.

er

er

AXON YMOl'S THRKATS

AliAlWr I'KA1WHY.
Kansas City, June i'. Junes H.
Peabody, former governor of Colorado, said here lat night In an interview, that he had. sine the Haywood trial In Uolse began, received
several anonymous letters threatening
his lite. He paid no attention to the
threats.

UKSTltrCTlYK STORM
tWKKl! OVI H 1XDIA.
Bombay. India, June 7. A destructive cyclone swept over Kurrachl yesterday.
were driven
steamers
Several
ashore and hardly a building remains
unwrecked. The casualties are not
reported, but are believed to have
been heavy.
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Make Your Dollars Earn Money

Classified Advertisements!
HKIP WANTED.
HELP WANTED I that fiT your
crying nerd, a want ad In The
Evenlnr Citizen's want column will

EVENING
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CLEVER PERSON is the one who strikes when the iron is

the person who knows enough to grasp an opportunity
when it is at hand. HERE IS YOUR CHANCE

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIES AND WARS
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as 111
and as high as $100. Loans art
quickly mad and strictly
private
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Our rates are reasonable. Call ana
see us before borrowing.
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Steamship tickets to and from
of the world.
Rooms t and 4, Grant Bldg.
303
West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
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i, (., June
For two
Judge lxwis M. Hosea and a
Jurv of the superior court have been
hearing the case of Joseph Frank vs.
the Hernncnurt Brewing company In
which Frank asks for 150,000 damages for the loss of his sight.
A year ago Frank, fatner of six
children, was employed by the company to varnish casks. The alcohol
fumes from the varnish blinded him.
To. lay Judge Hosea took the case
from" the jury on the ground that not
iuttii lent evidence had been Introduced to make a case. Sidney Strieker,
attorney for Frank. Immediately filed
:m exception on three grounds, namely:
t'ontrary to law, contrary to evidence and Invasion of the province of
the Jury.
Kefns- - Judge's Cheek.
was being disJust as the
missed Judge Hosea called a bailiff
ami asked him to hand his personal check for $100 to Mrs. Frank, who
was seated beside her blind husband
holding a baby. Strieker grabbed the
check from the woman's hand, put
it on the Judge's desk, saying:
"Mrs. Frank does not accept this."
"You have nothing to do with tms.
It is a personal matter between Mrs.
Frai'k and me." said Judge Hosea.
"What we want Is Justice not
rhuruy!" shouted Strieker.
Judge Hosea. his face livid with
anger, tore up the check Into bits.
The brewing company Immediately
offered to compromise the case for
M 000. but Strieker re.used, saying
he would carry It to the higher
courts.
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Special Correspondence.
Socorro, N. M.. June 7. The wedding of Alfonso M. Skinner and Miss
Gladys Coon Wednesday evening was
one of the prettiest nuptial affairs to
tike place In Socorro.
The marriage ceremony was performed by Itev. V. K. Dye, of the
Kpiscopal church of Santa Fe, in the
Episcopal church In this city, and
was witnessed by many admiring
friends and relatives. An Invitation
had been extended to the whole pop'
ulation of the Uem City.
Promptly at 8 o'clock Mrs. Homer
Hill entered the front door of the
church and followed by the bride
leaning on the arm of her father,
marched to the altar, where the
groom stood in waiting with Mr.
Homer Hill. The interior of the
church was a bower of green foliage
and white decorations of crepe paper.
The bride wore a beautiful gown, a
creation of white Spanish silk lace
over silk and chiffon. She carried
roses. The bridesmaid carried pink
carnations and pink was also the
color of her gown. The ceremony
was that of the Episcopal church.
After the tying of the nuptial
knot, the bridal party was driven to
the Winkle hotel, where a wedding
supper was served by Mr. and Mrs.
A very. Twenty persons were seated at
the feast, which was elaborate, consisting of choice viands and rich
wines. At 3 o'clock this morning Mr.
and Mrs. Skinner boarded a train for
Denver, their future home. They received many valuable wedding presents.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
p!id Mrs. A. D. Coon, pioneer people
of Socorro, and was born here and
grew into womanhood
here. Her
friends and admirers may be numbered by all who know her.
The groom was an officer in I'ncie
Sam's navy for ten years anil was
with Admiral Dewey at Manila I!ay.
Hwas wounded in the Philippines
and retired. He came to Socorro last
fall ami entered the engineering department as a student. The marriage
t
Miss Coon was the happy sequel
to a romance which began shortly
after his coming to Socorro.
-

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
LACK OF ENERGY.
No man or woman can be successful
or happy if they lack energy. If they
get up in the
morningdread-in- ;
the day

work ahead
accomplish rery

they will

"

"

Zt.

If;',.
m

:,

'y

MR. A O. LATUBVS.

"

little. A great
many people
are this way.
The cause is
lackof vitality.
Vitality or energy Is the
power I to J go
and keep! on
going without
becoming more

than healthily tired." It comes from a
perfectly working system justas power
comes from a perfectly working engine. If you lack this power something
is out of order. ATen to ont it's your
stomach.
Take two bottles of Cooper's New
Discovery. It will get the stomach In
shape. See if energy and ambition
don't come back before the two bottles
are gone.
This letter is from a man who tried it :
"After suffering for some time from
stomach trouble, loss of appetite,
headaches and a kind of 'all tuckered
out' feeling I decided to try Cooper's
New Discovery."
'I used to get up in the morning
with my tongue coated and sick at my
stomach. I would feel as though it
was almost impossible to drag myself
to work. Lots of times I had dizzy
spells and backaches. After I used
several bottles all these symptoms began to disappear and soon I began to
feel like my old self again. Now I feel
like a new man. It is a pleasure to
work, for I always feel like it. I eat
well, and sleep well and am sure I will
hive no further trouble with my
stomach." A. G. Latubys, 167 Porter

Southwestern nrewcry

URGE WOMAN'S

New Tork. June 7. More of the
troubles of Howard CJould anil his
wife became public. Indicating the
fulfillment of the pre '.Ictlon that Mrs.
Gould's suit for separation from her
millionaire husband will rank as a
cause celebre. A woman friend of
Mrs. Gould, stung by the reports that
De Lancey Nlcoll, Howard Gould's
attorney, has permitted to get Into Movement Begun In England.
print concerning the former actress'
extravagances, felt moved
Spreads to New YorK With
to speak for her.
go"To understand what has been
Results That Are Suring on In the Gould family
for
years." said this woman, "it is necesprisingly; Large.
sary to bear In mind that Howard
Gould is the stingiest husband in the
moneyed set. Friends of Mrs. Gould
have wondered why It was that
IT
tradesmen were always suing her.
The reason was that Howard Gould
was hiding behind her skirts In all
these suits. He would get her to
ARE INTERESTED
sign contracts on one pretext and
another and when It came to paying
the piper he would always blame her
for having Incurred the bill.
SimmkIs Allowance on Husband.
Headed by Mrs. Dore Lyon. Mrs!
"For the last rive years and up to
Mrs.
the time of their separation.
Harriet Stanton Blatch and
Gould's allowance was $120,000 a
year. Approximately
she received
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The following have been appointed
notaries public by Acting Governor
Kaynolds:
Hanigno Padillo. of Perto de I. una
Guadalupe county; John D. Cameron.
of Clovls, Koosevelt county.
Articles of IncoiiMiratioii.
The following articles of Incorpora
tion have been tiled In the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolds.
Ius Vegas Wholesale Liquor and
Supply Company. Principal place of
Duslness at liits Vegas, San Miguel
county. Territorial agent, Ralph H
Gohlke, at Las Vegas. Capital stock.
$5,000 divided Into fifty shares of the
par value of J ion each, commencing
business with $2,200. object, dealing
in liquors and other beverages. Period of existence, fifty years. Incor
porators, Kalph II. Gohlke. Koumal
dlta Ch. Montoya. and Flodctitino
Montoya. nil of I.as Vegas.
Montoya Trust and Savings Hank
(Inc.) Principal plate of business at
Montoya, Quay county. Territorial
agent, Charles H. Kohn at Montoya.
Capital stock, $l.ri.O00. divided into
one hundred and fifty shares of the
par value of $100 each, object, gen
eral banking business. Period of ex
Istence fifty years. Incorporators
Charles H. Kohn. Howard K Kohn
and George W. Kohn, all of Montoya
W. K. Uuchanan and C C. Davidson
both of
and ". H. Fui'Ua
or Amarillo, 1 exits.
Alfalfa Lumber Company. (A for
eign corporation!.
Principal place of
business in New Mexico at Clovls,
agent
county.
Koosevelt
Territorial
It. W. Hays, at Clovis. Capital stock
$100,000 divided Into
one thousand
shares of the par value of $100 each,
Object, lumber business. Period of
existence, fifty years. The company
was organized In the state of Missouri
and filed amended articles of Incor
poration to comply with the laws of
i,

New Mexico.

SohmIiiii

Ijtwsof

1907.

The New Mexican Printing company, contractors for the printing of
the laws and Journals of the Thirty-sevent- h
Legislative assembly
has
turned over to Hon. James V.
secretary of the territory, 100
copies of the session laws In paper
covers for distribution to persons and
officers entitled to them by that official. The volume contains SJ2 pages,
consisting of 107 chapters, ten joint
resolutions and one Joint memorial.
It Is well prnted and of an attractive
appearance.
The Index is compreg
hensive and clear. The
and indexing were done in the office
of the secretary.
Ray-nohl-

s,

proof-readin-

well-know-

LOCATION

OF MINING

CLAIMS EKPLAINED
Miii'kliiK of Boundaries Must lie Plain
As Federal luws are

Mandatory.
The provisions of the federal stat
utes governing the marking of boun
darles is that "the location must be
distinctly marked on the ground so
that Its boundaries can be readily
traced, says the Mining Reporter.
It Is obvious that the statute Is
mandatory and that Its requirements
must be strictly compiled with. Lp
on the correct observance of this pro
vision of the statutes, more than up
on any other depend
the miner's
rights.
What amounts to a compliance
with the statute Is not easily de
fined; no hard and fast rule can
ordinarily be fixed.
Generully the question of sufficiency and kind of marking boundaries
is one of fact for the Jury as to what
constitutes a sufficient marking, still
there must be in fact some physical
marks placed upon the ground Itself,
which of themselves, or In connection
with writings, signs or otner marks
upon the ground, will tend to In
form one seeking to Identify
the
claim as to the quantity
of the
ground claimed. They must be of
sufficient prominence to be found by
one nonestiy concerned.
The extra lateral rights of the lo
cator depend upon the correct mark
lug of the surface.
It Is therefore Important that the
surface boundaries should Include the
entire strike of the vein, as H Is well
settled that subsurface rights, that
is, the right to pursue the downward
course, will be measured by the lines
as laid on the surface.
Independent of any state statute
or district rule, it is desirable that
the boundaries be correctly marked
so as to Include a vein, and a. rea
suitable time In which to mark the
boundaries, which must depend upon
all the circumstances of the case, will
be allowed to the locator.
It Is settled that even though the
original may be imperfect, a cor
rectton thereof before the Interven
tion uf adverse rights will validate
the claim, at least from that date.
It Is an obvious and well settled
rule that boundaries once established
may not thereafter be changed so as
to anect in any manner Intervening

right.

El'KEKA!
at Last.
Found what? Why that Chamber
cures tctemt ana all
lain s baive
manner of Itching of the (kin.
have been afflicted for manr rears
ith skin disease. I had to get UD
three or four timei every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using thl
salve in December, 105, the Itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ougley, Rootrtlle,
Yes. I Have Found It

Pa.

For sale by all druggists.
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J. D. Eakln, President.
O. Oloml, Vic President.

Com. Mellnl,

SeertU7

O. Bscheckl, Treasures.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Suoceiaors to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI A QIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DKALmHB IN

MEL1NI

aV

Wines. Liquors and Cigars
W

In tloek to outtti lb
kpmoilmvryfblna
fastidious bar oomploto

Hava been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest far Jea. .
Schlitz, Wm. Uemp and 8t Louie A. B. C Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, V. H. McBrayefe Cedar Brook, Louie Hunter, T.J. Men
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous te mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the beet laertee.
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Stat e. CU amd lnseeet
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated
n Piiee Uat.
Issued to dealers only.

Jroiiilncnt Icadcr.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Proprietor

We now operate) tho Pecos Rnncli (formerly the Sparks ranch)
at the headwaters of the Pecos river, where we can accommodate
fifteen guesta.
,
We can accommodate twenty.flve guests at The Volley Ranch.
w in semi our wagons to meet any train nt Glnrlcta, If notified by let- ter or telesrraiih. Are nrennred. to rarrv emnfnrtahl nartlca of anr
number to any and all points on the river. Write for rate.
Telegrams addressed to ns at
Adilrem letters to Pecos, N. M.

New York, June 7. The American
men folks are In for it.
The suffragetes are coming.
The movement started In England
has been taken up In New York.
Plans for organization are under way
and the equal suffrage women In
Other cities are becoming Interested.
The rsew York association Is known
as the Women's league. It Is pur
posed to make its Initial salute an
agitation such as has had no parallel
stnceB:itzabeth Cady Stanton held her
woman s rights convention. It Is to
be launched as a federation of the
women of the state, looking to n
larger national council, and a com
mittee at Albany to lobby for every
measure that affects the sex will be
a vital part of the program.

TERRITORIAL CAPITAL

. HALL,

Machine Works.

Iron and Brasa Casting's; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iroa
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmtr on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnory m mpoeloftr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

2 Kill- -

Are Going After
"Mere Man."

The movement Is headed by Mrs.
Dore Lyon, who Is president of the
club and one of the best
dressed women In New Y'ork.
But
Jiehind her looms Mrs. Harriet Stan
ton Illatch, daughter of the late
Klizabeth Cady Stanton.
It wan
Mrs. Blatch who fired the first shot In
the proposed campaign last January,
when she organized the League of
Women.
plans
The
of the American
suffragetes is to conduct a militant
campaign such as women of London
carried forward until they awoke all
England. At the last meeting of tho
Women's league, Mrs. Wells, a Lon
don member of the "fighting women,"
told now they "boo-e- d
an obnoxious
member of parliament from a public
meeting.
Temper of Women.
Mrs. Blatch here arose and said
that women had been Insulted by a
prominent legislator at Albany re
cently when they went there to secure
certain rights. Mrs. Blatch remarked
that this man would have occasion to
regret it at his next public declara
tion because "the women would be
there."
That Indicates the temper of these
new American suffragetes.
n
wo
There are many
men In the movement.
Mrs. Freder
ick Nathan, president of the Con
sumers' league, is one. Then there
are Mrs. Belle De Rivera, head of the
New York Kqual Suffrage league
.Mrs. Cora Wells Trow, famous as a
parliamentarian; Mrs. Kmile Bullowv,
lawyer, and many others.

(

Foundry and
A.

1600.000.

"That was supposed to be an allowance for personal household expenses, but It wasn't. About $320.-00- 0
was spent on Castle Gould alone.
Mrs.
"Of the allowance in 1901
Gould spent $85,000; in 1902. $SS,- 0011.
That money did not go for
clothing or for Jewels or wild exploits, but most of It went for serv
ants' wages, In entertaining guests
of Mr. Gould s, building stables, and
Improving CHstle Gould.
"You might average the amount
saved from household expenses, say,
at $64,000 a year, and she used that
for her husband s comfort and tier
own.
She paid his coachman and
she paid chauffeurs.
Mo.ll Get Kills by Trick.
"It was In January last that De
Ijincey Nicoll wrote to Mrs. Gould
and asked her to please send him a
statement
of all bills outstanding
against her. Naturally she thought
the purpose of the request was that
Mr. Gould Intended to pay them.
"She sent a statement to the law
yer and then she learned what the
scheme was. Through the statement
Nlcoll got the names of the trades
men she had been dealing with, and
all of them were notified that there
after they would give Mrs. Gould
credit at their own risk. Mr. Gould
would not be responsible for any ac
count his wife might open.
"It la the things that have not been
paid for and that were named In the
bills that Mr. Gould and Mr. Nlcoll
are now calling extravagance. To be
gin with, there was only necessaries
on the list, but it has been swelled
to Include many other Items.

& lev Company.

OK50O0OOK)O000)0

RIGHTS

PROPOSALS FOR BLILDINGS. Department of the Interior. Office of
Indian affairs, Washington, D. C. May
IS. 1007.
Sealed proposals plainly
marked on the outside of the sealed
envelope, "Proposals for Buildings,
Navajo
Extension, Arizona." and
to
addressed
Commissioner
the
of
Affairs',
Washington,
Indian
D.
be
C, will
until
received
2
p.
m.. on June 15, 1907. for
furnishing materials and labor necessary to construct and complete certain school buildings, etc., on the Navajo Extension, Arizona, in strict accordance with plans. specifications
and instructions to bidders whic h may
be examined at this ottlce. the offices
of the "Improvement Bulletin." Minneapolis, Minn., "Construction News."
Chicago, 111., "American Contractor."
Chicago. 111.; "Citizen." Albuquerque.
New Mexico, "Arizona
Republican."
Phoenix. Arizona. Builders and Trad-er- a'
Exchanges, St. Paul. Minn., Minneapolis, Minn., Omaha. Nebr.. Northtot., Detroit, Mich.
Association,
western
Manufacturers
i
St. Paul. Minn., Builders Exchange.
It Is estimated that nearly half a Durango.
Colo., slid Los Angeles, Calmillion bottles of the famous Cooper ifornia, the Indian Warehouse. Chimedicines were sold during Mr. Coop- cago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha.
er's recent demonstration in Chicago, Nebr., San Francisco. Pal., and at the
office of the Additional Farmer.
For
We are agents.
further Information address Joseph
THE J, H. O'RIEILY CO.
E.
Maxwell, Additional
Farmer.
Ariz., via Canyon Diablo. ('.
Cornorecond St. and Railroad Ave. P. LARRABEE, acting commissioner.
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MRS. PORK LVOV.

SOCIETY

Lawyer Declined Court's Gift Marital Woes of Howard and
of SI 00 to His Blind
Mrs. Gould Become Greater Every Day.
Client.

KKTt, Formerly

481

IS

MRS. HARRIOT STANTOX MATCH

ing

fhone No.

CHARGED

SHOUTED

.Soenrro Young

First Street.

631 North

IONDON "llOHIUKN"

ARRESTING A FIGHTING Sl'FI'RAGKT.
A. C. BILICKE and JOITV S. MITCHELL Invito

HIS

GRAVEYARD UNCI E

FILLED

WITH

SAM

IS

LESSENING

"FAKES"

EXPENSES

Bodies" of Babes Proved to More Employes Are Given
be Made of Meat and Offal
Leave of Absence Because
With Heads of Soap.
of Lack of Work.
Md., June 7. A dog
Baltimore.
rooting around the Rock Hill college
property, near Klllott City, brought
to light a box which contained decomposed parts of what was apparently the body of an Infant. Further
investigation revealed
other bodies
wrapped in muslin and similarly Inclosed. Investigators
believed they
were on the track of a baby farm.
Tho matter w;ls reported
to the
Unit hers, who conferred
with the
attorney
state
and the Raltlmore police were called in.
Detective Joseph Dougherty
with
the assistance of workmen dug up
nrty-lou- r
cornns.
little
Inuuluy about the place fastened
suspicion on Oliver Rrown, colored,
aged 45, a resident of Kllicott City,
who has done odd Jobs about the
town for years. Detective Dougherty
brought Hrown to Baltimore Monday night and since then he has been
put in the sweat box, but always re- rused to divulge anything.
All Were Fakes.
The detectives
over the
went
ground with the prisoner and showed
him the boxes and their contents,
and still Lir.ivvn maintained silence.
Finally Dr. I.. Glllls Owlngs, health
officer of F.llieolt City, and Dr. U.
J. Byrne were called In consultation.
1 hey made a careful examination
of the 65 boxes and their contents.
the result
I'nder their
of which was reported today, the
dead bodies of babes turned to be
pieces of meat, fat and skins from
hams and other meat offal, evidently
collected from butcher shops and
garbage wagons.
Kach of the sup
posed bodies was surmounteu with a
rudely formed head made of white
soap. There were marks of the ears,
eyes, nose and mouth, and the heads
had strands of human hair on them.
Around the pecks of a large num
ber of the "bodies." attached to
strings, are small silver medals.
When the discovery had been made
Brown was again closely questioned
He admitted that he had buried the
boxes and would say nothing definite
about them, except that the burial
place waj bis playground
and he
went there nightly to amuse hlmseir,

NATURALIZATION

IS

DEN1EDJ0 JAPANESE
F.1
Paso, Tex., June 7. The Jap
anese who have been expecting to be
come American citizens are going to
have a hard tune getting their papers.
The I'nited States officials have Just
held that they cannot be naturalized
Two Japanese, who have filed papers with the federal clerk In Kl
Pajw declaring their intention of becoming citizens of the I'nited States
are affected. They are Ktaro Harn-ach- l,
aged U6 yearg of Fuka Oka-k"i- i.
Japan, ind Charlie Yoshltaro,
aged 41 years of Chlbaken. Japan.
The declarations were made January 7 la.l.
The ruling comes from Washington, from the department of commerce and labor. Richard K. Campbell, chief of the division of naturalization, is the author of the ruling,
which srttles once for all the question which has stirred California to
its depths for several months and
has been of much interest along the
entire Mexican border.

Washington, June 7. A large num
ber of clerks In various departments
were today given Indefinite leaves of
absence because of lack of work in
the government olllces.
This follows the action of the secretary of the interior, who recently
dropped thirteen land oltlce clerks,
old in years and old in the service,
giving their places to ellglbles from
t lie civil service list who are younger
men. Is a part of u general policy to
Improve the government service. In
the patent office a similar move has
been made.
A number of expert penmen, who
have seen long service there, were
dropped from the rolls and export
typewrltlsts given their places.
In
the government printing office more
than 2U0 employes, for whom no ac
tual work was in sight, were given
Indefinite leaves of absence.
Many Clerks to Go.
The administration is determined
to improve the government service
Through a disinclination on the part
of the chiefs of departments to offend
congressmen or to visit hardship upon
old employes, there has been much
leniency shown toward clerks who
were known to be Incompetent.
It has been frequently asserted that
the work of the government depart
ments could be done with a third less
clerks If the power to dismiss oil
and Incompetent employes was exer-

their friends to make

at

Tho Hollenbeck Hotel
Los Angeles, California

Courtesy and
Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
attention to guests Is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line cara stop at the Hollenbeck door.

o m o 0OltlOMMD

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH
J

BARNETT, Ptop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenae

Finest Whiskies

J

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

a

SAMPLE AND

!
1

CLUB ROOMS

sfjioiMioiiaicfPaiMBi

EXCURSION
-T-

Announcement
Having acquired an Interest In the
Plumbing; and Heating
Standard
company. Mr. John Strumquist will in
future have charae of the mechanical
department and attend to the Instal
lation of all plumbing' and heating
work entruited to this company.

Standard Plumbing &. Heating Co

O-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Point
On Sale Daily
June 1st to Sept. 30th

via

cised.

The right and authority has always
existed, but because of the lack of a
civil pension list, and the pitiable
cases which have developed when
these dismissals have been proposeJ
past administrations have acted only
In extreme cases.
Pension System Favored.
The Keep commission made a thon
ough investigation of many of the
government departments, and none of
them was more severely criticised
and
than the interior department,
Secretary Garfield, who was a member of the commission, Joined strongthat
ly in
the recommendations
sweeping changes be made so as to
improve the personnel.
Further action is expected to result
in general pressure at the coming ses
sion of congress in favor of the cre
ation of a civil pension system.
BURN

DEAD

MAN'S

HOUSE AND WILL

Bedding. June 7. David Kemble's
cabin was burned this morning. Just
eleven hours after Its owner s fu
neral.
Kemble was a wealthy miner, agec:
85, who lived alone
in
his cabin
which was locked up tight when his
All
body was removed for burial.
his valuables and papers. Including
notes and his will, were left in their
places.
That the fire was of incendiary
origin no one questions, and it
believed that the purpose was to de
frtroy evidence or !nuDleuiies.
The old gentleman was very careful in keeping an account of all
transactions, and the heirs would
have had no trouble In learning the
details had not the cabin been burned
opportunely. Among other things destroyed were Kemble's diaries, which
Vhe
need of a pill, were kept carefully from the year
When you fel
take a De Witt (uttle Early Riser, 1(62 w hen he first came to this coun- sold by J. II. O'Rielly Sc. Co.
'!

New Mexico headquarters

RANCHMAN

STRUCK
BY

LIGHTNING

Low rates, long limit, ticket accepted on Limited and all other
trains. Call at ticket office and we
Kteambo-iSprings, Colo., June 7.
Richard Hunting, a ranchimin, who will plan your trip back east. We
was struck by lightning on the road are ali going. Why not you?
near Trull, Is still In a precarious
condition, but. the doctors give hope
Hugglns was struck
for his recovt-ryduring a severe electrical storm and
T. E. PURDY, Agent
tlm h'irw he was riding was instantly
klllrd.
The bolt struck Muggins on the
side of the head
the ear, then
took a downward course along the
body
front of his
until it reached his
middle, when it separated, a current
parsing down each leg and tearing
Genuine American bloek, per
the boots from his feet.
The shock rendered him unconton
M.M
scious und when he recovered his Cerrllloa Lump
senses he was lying across the trail. Anthracite Nut
M.M
with the body of the horsw resting
It.M
on one leg and holding him fast Anthracite mixed
Shortly afterward he was discovered Anthracite, stove .and . furnace
and cared for.
f.M
sties
The iron bolt which held the pom Ciena Gae Coke
M.OQ
mel to his saddle frame had been
WOOD.
driven out of sight, while every particle of metal on both saddle and bridle Green Mill Wood, per load. . . .$
had been melted.

A.T.&S.F.RY.

d

COAL

$--

I'ortunate Texan.
Mr. K. W. lioodloe, of 1U7 St. Ixiuls
Dallas,
Tel., says: "In the past
ht..
year I
A

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Pbooea.

nave become acquainted with
Dr. King's New Life Pills, and tio
laxative I ever before tried so effectually disposes of maiarla and biliousness." They don't grind nor gripe, ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
25c at all dealer.
THE OLDEST MILL IV THE CITY.
Give us your ROUGH DRY work
In need of austi. door, fnune.
Monday, and get It back Wednesday etc.When
8cTeen work a stieeialty.
40i
o
Imperial Launlrj Co.
South first struct.
403.

Don't Forget The

lVlt-tlioik-

'ALBUQUERQUE

The ALBUQUERQUE 1
EVENING CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY

j

By The Citizen Publishing Co.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN

W.S.STR1CKLER
;

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

EDITOR

FINELY EQITPPED JOB PF.FARTMENT.

.

BEST ADVERTISING MEDIITM IX

TllE SOUTHWEST.

LEADING REPUBLICAN TAPER IX NEW MEXICO.
BOOSTING

AUiCQUERQrE

AND THE SOUTHWEST.

REPUBLICAN PRINCIPLES AND THE "SQCARE PEAL."
ASSOCIATED TRESS REPORT AND AUXILIARY NEWS SERVICE.

THE CUB'S

CITIZEN.

FT! I DA V.

.tl'M:

T.

11M17.

TELEGRAPH1C MARKETS

j

CORNER

EVENING

The following quotations were rebjr F. J. orat
Co.. brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 17. Barnett buildA Moan Man.
The Monte Vista Journal tells this ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
.
one: "A pretty mean man has been
spotted. He spied a girl at the dance
New
the other night put her chewing gum October cotton York Mocks.
$11. 7
under a chair when she started to American Sugar
120j
waltze, and taking the gum spread it Amalgamated Copper
85
out, Inserted a pce of tobacco, roll- American Smelters
118Vi
ed the gum up again ana stuck it American Car Foundry
4 2
back under the chair. When she put Atchison com
88 4
the gum In. her mouth agaJn and the Anaconda
66 H
began
was
too
to
work, she
tobacco
Baltimore and Ohio
Mis
homesick to uance any more."
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
63 H
Canadian Pacific
0
168
Chicago
Great
Western
10H
Ding, Dong, Bell.
Erie com
2I?s
Editor Amrlne, of the Council O.
N. Ore Ctfs . .
51
rings this Louisville and Nashville
Grove (Kansas) (Juard.
1121
hopeful knell at the death of his es7 4'.
Pacific
i
teemed contemporary, the Dally Ap- Missouri
1 1 1 4
New York Central
peal:
0
National
Lead
"Last Saturday evening Edgar Bell,
74 Vi
editor of the Appeal, standing on the Norfolk
120H
extreme edge of Jie fighting side of Pennsylvania
Heading
104
com
the last ditch, holding aloft the tat- Rock Island com
21 H
tered banner of 1,500 sworn circula- Southern Pacific
76 4
tion, faced his heroic army of two St.
Paul
12714
typesetters and the office cat lifted his Southern Railway
18
voice above the spit of the gasoline Union Pacific
13514
engine and said, 'Me to the high V. H. H. com
33
hills." Thus saying he took the night U. S. S. pfd
98 H
train for Colorado. The Dally Ap- tlreene Cananea
15i
peal was dead."
17Ts
Shannon
a
155
Calumet and Arizona
45 4
Oid
Dominion
Blnsr.
Copper Hange
78
They went to see Minnie Maddern-FlskKOVj
North Butte
Butte
Coal
Said they, " 'Tis a great delight
6
Helvetia,
To see dear Minnie once again
It makes us homesick, (Ulte."
Gossip received Friday
morning,
June 7. 1907.
They saw the Fisher opera, too
Weather: Chicago, raining. MinneThree nights and a matinee.
apolis, raining
and warm. Terre
"Isn't it tine; Just like old times
Haute, Vandalia, Cairo. Jefferson City oooooooc
same
old Mack," said they.
The
and St. l.ouis cloudy, 65. Had heavy
rains through this "section early this
I wondered as porforce I heard
morning.
These paeans of rapture long deChicago, June 7. Wheat Selling
ferred
of wheat short on the breaks of late
This wondrous, touching, auld-lanhas been expensive for the bears.
syne Joy.
Karly sellers each day are forced to
'TIs of no concern '
on later strength.
Liverpool
cover
How I chanced to learn
advance this morning
- shows but
Tha -t
and a portion of northwest has warm
been
rains. The influence will lead to the
Was JCast Aurora, lllinoy.
customary morning selling, no doubt.
D
Cash wheat Is selling at one dollar and
Secretary Kllhu Hoot Is supposed over at interior milling points In the
to be one of the best pxid attorneys southwest. Some of the cleverest opin the United States,
when he was erators here and in the northwest
secretary of war he frequently went were leading the buying yesterday.
riding
horseback
with General Henry Looks like a revival of activity in
Corbin, the adjutant general of strength but there will be soft spots
the army. Secretary Root never spoke w here buyers can get in to advantage.
Corn Considering the much imonce during their many rides . The
silence became embarrassing to Cor- proved weather over the corn belt,
firm.
bin. who made many fruitless efforts prices have held remarkably
in July
There Is a short interest
to engage Root in conversation,
any
prevent
in
will
which
break
that
desperate after his failures
Corbin, In, speaking of the dilemma, month. The December and May
"Why, the man Is so prices are at sufficient discount to
exclaimed:
accustomed to being paid for talking look inviting to buyers. The country
when
hanged
If I believe rri has no corn for sale except
that I'll be
at country
will talk unless he is paid for It. I'll fifty cents can be bid
"
says 'fell.
Current
have to pay him a stiff fee to hear points. The Price very
procrop
making
growing
slow
the sound of his voice."
gress, and much replanting going on
In the largest corn raising states.
Lines From lAHxriaml.
Nebraska City partly
Weather:
coyote
to the Jack rabbit,
Said the
cloudy, warm; rained all night. St.
"What long ears you have got,"
Joe cloudy and warm, heavy rain
Said the Jack rabbit to'the coyote,
last night. Hastings clear and warm,
"They fan me when I'm hot;
I spread them wide when I sail with rained yesterday and last night three
Lincoln, cloudy and cool.
Inches.
the wind.
They catch for me every sound,
Kail-dl'- 1
I always know,
City Livestock.
'Tis time to lay low.
Kansas City. June 7. Cattle receipts 6.000. Market steady to weak.
When a hungry coyote's around.
Southern steers $3 ,50w5.5(; sou., ern
cows $2.50'4.00: bulls S3.50fr5.10;
Said the jack rabbit to thecoyote,
"Such a tail I never did see,"
calves J3.75(i6. 75; western fed steers
Said the coyote to the Jack rabbit,
S4.25W6.00; western fed cows $3.25 '
4.50.
Joke part. He Is no Joke; he Is a
"It sives money for me;
My wife's alwtys supplied with furs,
Sheep receipts 3ci00. Market steady. well behaved, dignified animal and
(Though they're left behind in a Muttons $5. 60ft 6. fill; lambs $7.75'a commands Instant respect. He seems
rush)
6. 0; yearlings
$6.40 ft 7.15; lambs to be a stranger in Albuquerque, but
he has an amiable disposition and
Anil I never have to pay the porter ewes $4.751 6.15.
any family desiring a playmate for
Two bits for a brush."
the children would do well to adopt
Chlcnjto Livestock.
stray.
Chicago, Juye 7. Cattle receipts, this gentle-nature- d
The Cull of the Wild.
3Ti00.
steady to shade lower.
Through his office window In the Beeves Market
JIOTKL AltltlVALS.
cows $1.75 fi'4.80;
ArmlJo building came the alluring heifers $4.60ti6.60;
$2.6015.50:
calves ja.nO'Sr
breath of springtime.
From some- 7.50; good
AKarmlo.
to prime steers $5.50fr
where the Bcent of roses and new
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Jayne.
poor to medium $4.60 ir 5.50;
alfalfa was wafted In on the breeze 6.50;
L.
Philadelphia;
W.
Benson, St.
to him. He laid aside his work and Blockers and feeders $ 3.00 ii 5.20.
J. H.
Sheep receipts 8000. Market steady-t- Louis; H. S. Howe. Cincinnati;
gave himself to the mood the Joyv
$4.50 dv bowne, Denver; Richard S. McCaffey,
ous, restful relaxation which Is the 6.90;10 cents lower. Westerns
La"
$6.40 i 7.1 a ;
lam ,s Salt Lake City; D. liimyshall,
answer to springtime's call to the 6.50 yearlings
Vegas; H. E. Ureeiie, Denver; O.
ft 8.50; western S6.50 n 8.60.
open. He yawned and stretched
iterlln;
Lange.
Herlin;
Mchnenke.
F.
closed his desk with a bang, and put
S. S. Chorchester. Detroit; W. P. Slil,
Produce Market.
on his hat. Then he paced the office
Chicago, June 7. Closing quota- Milwaukee; H. A. Cobaugh, St. Jonervously. Somewhere down In his tions:
seph; Arthur C. Shaysley, Birmingvitals the little microbe of discona 96: Sept.
Wheat July ft
ham. Ala.; C. K. Hall, Denver; F. F.
tent was doing deadly execution. He Corn
Julv 53; Sept. 53s.
Woodard. Trinidad; It. H. Larkin. Ias
wondered by what mental process he
oats July 44s: Sept.
Vegas; Mrs. F. S. Hall, Miss Hall,
had decided on going Into business
Sept.
$16.30;
Fork
Julv
$16.4?Mi.
Marcellus, Mich.; E. E. Wheeler, Chiwhy hadn't he staid on the old farm
July
Sept.
Lard
$9.02'i;
$9.17'i'i
cago;
Mrs. Otis W. Pollard, Miss Polback in Illinois where cattle low at
lard. Mexico City; Jose U. Tabaada
eventide, and the little birds carol the 8.2.
Sept.
July
$8.90.
$S.75;
Ribs
rising sun where he could be Indeand friend, Chihuahua, Mexico.
pendent and have real cream for his
Money Market.
St urges.
coffee where he wouldn't have to
New York, June 7. Money on call
Anortosia Gutierrez. Chillli; H. G.
wear evening clothes, and would get easy.
rn 2 per cent: prime mercan1
Furhlll, Los Angeles; John P. Strleg-e- l,
his mail but twice a week. Ah,
paper O'hTi'j per cent.
Dunn.
Waterloo. Iowa; Richard
those were good old days would that tile
East Las Vegas; I. C. Anderson. San
he could go buck!
How he would
Metal Market.
C. W. Nuckolls. San Mar
love to follow the reaper around the
7.
New York. June
Lead dull. Marcial;
(J. N. Hansberger.
Illsoee. Arihill and bind the sheaves of golden $5.756.00;
copper easy 24 iff 24.75; tial;
zona; L. Reinhardt, St. Louis; Mrs.
grain! How he would love to swing silver 66 c.
E. W. Leferret. Minneapolis.
the scythe again and toss the windrow into the haycock
St. Louis Wool Marki-t- .
Grand Central.
By George!
A bright idea!
He
St. Louis, June 7.
V'1 steady;
James Dougherty, C. G. Morrison,
would go and buy a lawn
mower unchanged.
C. E. Hawkins. J. D. Flanigan. H. H.
right now and put In the whole day
Cramer. H. J. Rink. L. Maxwell. I .as
clipping that front yard.
SK'lier Market.
J. W. MeDonalu. Manhattan.
He trundled the
St. Louis,
machine home
June 7. Spelter tirm. Vegas:
Kan.; U. F. Hrooks, lioston; S. S.
with enthusiasm, oiled, adjusted It $6.40.
Cayson, Chicago.
and started In, Once around It went
fine. Then it choked.
He cleaned
Cralge.
the blades carefully, cutting u long TIGE
IS STRANGE
W. C. Raner. Kansas City; H. P.
gash In his linger. The sun was high
Brown and wife, Socorro; Mr. and
by this and the second circuit blindMrs. K. Phillips, Denver.
ed him with perspiration.
Just as
BUI VERY FRIENDLY
he sat down to rest, a native boy
Savoy.
came along. He regarded the lad
Oskaloosa,
1.
H. Smith and wife.
thoughtfully a moment, then he felt
Kan.: J. W. Burnett. Boulder. Colo.;
in his pocket.
wife,
Arizona;
1
and
Slaughter
W.
1
1
1
1
1
H.
1
"Want to earn a quarter, Jose?" he
William M. Frey. Boston: J. F. Belt,
This is Tige. He don't mean
asked.
any harm is all a Joke. He is
San Antonio; J. Molohal, Wiuslow.
At 10 o'clock he was back In his
friendly.
office, working enthusiastically, one
THIS
finger bandaged.
CtMiH K OLD ALPALKA.
IS SAID Hill YOl' II SIXM K, HAV"Did that trying to show that bov
how to run the new lawn mower." he
This notice Is written on a card, ING NONK OF TIIK I) ANGKHS OF
Informed his stenographer.
"Whew, which is attached to the collar of a XKWLY ITT ALFALFA.
but it was hot!
K. V. VKK.
It surely must be big white dog who Is at present solough on anyone who has to work journing in the city. The dog is all
U02-ASOl'TII FIRST ST.
out in the sun these days."
the notice claims except as to the
PIIONF. 1.
ceived

e.

Worfi fcr tfic Big SFair
The fair committee Is nt ill hard at work trying to secure the funds necessary for the work In hand.
A member of the committee remarked yesterday that "This fair means
I am putting: In
no more to me than It does to any other business man.
my time, frlvtng my money Just the same and shouldering' a big lot of hard
work.
If we don't secure the money then there won't be a fair."
The first
There is no doubt of course that the money will be secured.
few days have demonstrated that the people of Albuquerque are responding
with their usual public spirit.
The memAt the same time the committeeman' is not far off the trail.
bers of the fair committee and the officers, are doing their duties well and
should be supported.
It means Just as much to one business man as It does to another, that
the fair shall be a success.
,
The men at the head of the fair will do their part and the people of
Albuquerque must do the balance.
They have made a start in the right direction, only they should keep it
up.
Help the fair committee.

tTfie

Best Crop Bafties

"The best crop of the farm," says President Roosevelt, "is the crop
of babies."
the best
More than that. It is the best crop of the kltchen-pardecrop of the law office, the best crop of the store, the best crop of the mill,
and the best crop of that sweetest place of all which we call home.
A home without at least one baby Is like a factory thnt covers three
city blocks and smokes up half the town for no purpose. If the factory
is not adding to the useful things of the world. It has no excuse for being
there at all. And marriage reaches its Ideal of usefulness, as well as its
ideals of achievement and happiness, when as a result of It a child or two
children or a half dozen first lisp childish words and bring light into parents' eyes and then go out in time to help the world grow better.
Even those who criticise President Koosevelt for his tendency to take
in things not directly appertaining to his office must admit that he
usually hits some nail that should be driven and that his blows count. And
why should not a president make the most of the Influence his office gives
It Is well enough to extol
him for the broad benefits of his countrymen?
national virtues, but a president should not be a habitual "jollier." Leave
that to the cheap politicians. The homely virtues are the more enhanced
by calling attention to homely faults. Mr. Roosevelt has proved his sincere Interest in the welfare of the laboring classes, but he is not blind to
law for the man and conthe inconsistency that demands an eight-hodrudgery of his wife. No other
templates in silence the fourteen-hou- r
women in the world have a better lot than American women have. But the
average lot might be a good deal higher if all worklngmen were as zealous
In simplifying and lessening domestic labor as they are In lifting the strain
from their own shoulders.

a hand

ur

', The Statistical Abstract of the United States Is a far more interesting
story book than the Century Dictionary, which affords considerable entertainment to people who like to take in solid chunks of wisdom in conBut to thoroughly enjoy the Abstract one must be endowed
densed form.
with a degree of that form of patriotism which delights In contemplating
the material growth of the nation. To minds thus constituted the Abstract
is- - a thing of beauty and a Joy forever, for they can reveal In hundreds of
pages showing a progress never heretofore even remotely approached.
Perhaps it is a vulgar sort of enjoyment, that derived from the contemplation
of material progress, but it has this to be said in its favor: It is Intimately associated with the idea of prosperity for all classes. If all peoples
were students of the Abstract there would be fewer racialists In the Unite' States.
The Citizen has Just received the twenty-fourt- h
annual report of the
Bureau of American Kthnology.
It is a handsome volume, cleverly compiled
arid profusely illustrated.
Much space is devoted to the Indians of the
southwest, their lives, work, games and customs.
The bureau has been
doing valuable work, which will be appreciated more by coming generations
perhaps than by the present one, although many interesting things of bygone days, are now recorded by this department.
The bureau has yet much
work to do.
I

There are a whole lot of New Mexico people going to California for
a whole lot of New Mexico dollars
going with them. New Mexico has some mighty fine summer resorts
and it would appear that they ought to be patronized better than they
are. New Mexico has no ocean and sandy beaches but she has some of
the most glorious mountain scenery in the world, cold, clear streams
and tine trout fishing. Why not start a boom on New Mexico summer

the summer months and there are

resorts?

. There
are stalwart young men looking around for an opening to
make a fortune, and yet there are thousands of acres of lands unclaimed
and unoccupied. These acres if well watered In garden truck, will yield
a profit of from $200 to $500 to the acre. This is not a speculative statement but a fact that every experienced gardner in the near-b- y
valley
will verify by showing you the facts and figures from their own gardens.

It would appear that the morning paper Intended to convict William
Haywood without a trial If the following deadline expresses that paper's
sentiment: "Urini Work of Fiends Directed by Western Federation Chiefs."
The morning paper should remember that this trial Is of paramount Interest
both to organized labor and organized capital.
There should be no hasty
judgment.
A St. Louis man was shot a few days ago for getting Into the wrong flat
by mistake.
A New Mexico exchange believes that the man deserved to be
thoi for getting Into a flat at all when hi could own 160 acres of New
Mexico land and have plenty of breathing room.
After all there is logic
In this view of the case.

FINE FURNITURE
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The authorities now believe they have captured the man who has been
smuggling Chinese across the border from Mexico to this territory.
The
man ought to be able to at least prove extenuating circumstances
he Is a
conductor on a Mexican Central passenger train.
t Scientists
now claim that an ordlnury man could live at least one
hundred years If he ate properly. An Arkansas editor remarks that it
is doubtful if the average man would care to live one hundred year
but he neglects to say In Arkansas.

The Kansas City police Investigation has now developed the fact tha'
policemen on duty stole chickens.
Chicken stealing In Missouri was recently made a penitentiary offense so the crime is more grave than might
at first be surmised.
Professor Henry Van Dyke says that the Holy !.aiul Is enJolng
pjrospeiily.
It would seem that a spot in which the religious world Is
so deeply Interested might well be lifted out of the misery that has en
gulfed It for centuries.
H. H. Kogers expresses surprise that the president advises farmers to
combine, while wishing to stop other people from combining. Maybe the
president means for everyone to combine to tight combines.
I

A Chicago man, whose case was pronounced hopeless by his physicians
forty years ago, died recently in .New Mexico at the hale old age of 86 years.
Mora) come to New Mexico.

artists are kidding the Carnegie Institute right in its shadow.
This is as near as anyone can come to kidding Cur.iegie himself In PittsJ.'l.'Ilxi.ird

burg without getting pinched.

Are you dofig your share to help make the territorial fair a success!
pe ready to do your part.
The commirtee wUI call on you soon.
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McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
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Albuquerque, New M ex.
WHEN YOU BUY A

PIANO

BUY A
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CHICKERING

SONS
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There Are No Better
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124 South Second St.
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If There
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Hatters
Hats Cleaned and blocked In
any Style Punuinas b S penClothing
steam
cil! It j
Cleaned and Pressed.
to
Orders Attended
Promptly.
Ex-lire--

Corner
3rd St. & Cold Ave.

This Week We Will Offer any Style of the Victor Talking Machines
or Edison Phonographs on EASY PAYMENTS.

ONE DOLIiAR
ONCE A WEEK
WILI., UUV THE MACHINE

Phone

680.
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Come to our store and let us tell you about it. Prices: $10.00, $20.00, $22.00,
$30.00, $40.00, $50.00, $60.00, $100 and up.
We carry the largest stock of Machines and Records in New Mexico. Take
advantage of this Easy Payment Offer.

LEARIMRDand LINDERIANN
206 WEST GOLD AVE.
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made from choice winter wheat .
hy the best methods known in luk-liia specialty. Beat
Saddle horse
to give nutrition and enjoym,
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
of eating ut the ame time. If y.,
"Sadie," the plenle wagon.
IVtMBltOOK PKOS.
are not Uflng Mailing's bread try It.
112 .lohn Street
Phone SOS.

er.

First class shoemaker and repairJust received altlpnient of new

shoe.

207 South
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HOMEMADE

WALTON'S)

DRUG
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as m poultice, ftlief. ltr.
lllmms' Indiun l'.le u.
mont isDrrmreii for I'lWauu lin
ing of tha private puri
i.v.y
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105 North First St.

PEERLESS

i

First Street.
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CANDIES,

I
K

PIONEEH BAKERY

MATTI5UCCI

GREEN FRONT.

Call.

TIIK KKCKKT.
of why our lH'ad is in such uYmanJ
for Its fine quality, lightness
ia
nnwt delicious flavor Id that it

Highland Livery

1

We still have a'few rented pianos on hind. Bargain prices; easy payments.

Phone 98

The Albuquerque
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Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

VICTOR 1 Mdll
MACH INE WEEK.

ESTABLISHED 1900.

k

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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The present condition of the Albuquerque street should In no way
reflect upon Martin Tlerney, street commissioner.
le does his duty and
The blame, if any attaches, rests higher up.
does it well.
Hut It doesn't
matter now. Summer Is here and apparently the rain has ceased.

Strong Block

REFRIGERATORS

r-

1

Some say love is the most absorbing and fascinating game in the
world; others are divided as to the relative merits of war. politics, chess
and bridge whist but the game that takes the tightest grip on the majority of people who have had a chance to play it, is the g.nne of money-makins
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FAIR

Pineapples
White Cherries
Black Cherries
Strawberries
Blackberries
Loganberries

New Beets
New Turnips
Native Cabbage
Native Peas
Cauliflower
Green Beans
Wax Beans

m

AT

MALOY'S

xxxxxxxxxxxxa

IN

Colorado

CATTLE
FINE

CONDITION

INttlrr PurrlweM Twentj-tw- o
of Mock at Silver
City.

t'r

Col. W. E. Denton, the well known
cattle king of Colorado, who owns
ranches In New Mexico, Colorado an
Wyoming, passed through Albuquerque this morning en route to Denver from Silver City.
"I have Jut been purchasing a
number of cattle for my Denver
ranch," naiil Colonel Denton. "They
will pay.s through here some time to
day, in a special freight train of
twenty-tw- o
cars.
Cattle uround Silver City are in splendid condition,
caused by the rain which fell
throughout New Mexico recently.
"Southern New Mexico Is unusually the dryest section of the territory
about this time of the year, but the
last week's ruin has caused the grass
to grow and everything
Is green.
When 1 left Silver City yesterday
morning the temperature was at the
100 mark.
Auto Stage I, Inc.
"The principal matter of Interest at
Silver City today Is the new automobile stage line, which Is to take the
place of the old stage. It was sched
uled to go Into effect this morning,
one auto starting from Silver City
and the other from Mogollon, pass
ing each other on the way.
"The distance between the two
places is a good 100 miles, and the
route is rocky and very hard for animals to operate over. The road has
been cleared of rocks and other
debris to a great extent, so the autos
will have a clear path.
"Besides carrying the same num.'
ber of passengers as the old stage
the auto stage will carry the mall
and light baggage, making great
rpeed, thus .saving several hourx
lime between Silver City and the
great mining camp.
"BAL-LUNATI-

MET

CS"
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WITH APPROBATION

ITE'S

Fine Variety of Vegetables
and Delicacies For Albuquerque Sunday DJners.

The committee which Is soliciting
terrltor.
funds for the twenty-sevent- h
lal fair to be held in this city October
7 to 12, is meeting
success
in
with
most respects, but it is also having
some peculiar experiences, which one
of the fair officials describes in the
following forcible interview:
"The next few days will decM?
whether Albuquerque will have a big
fair that will attract visitors from nil
over the southwest, or a little fulr
that will not Interest anybody as far
away as Isleta.
A big fair means the attendance of
thousands from out of the city,, and
that means thousands of dollars tor
local business men.
"There Is not a business man in the
city who will not be benefited ten
times the amount of his subscription.
Every additional dollar subscribed
means additional
customers.
The
bigger the fair, the better the chance
for a large dividend at the clos.
"Thus far the soliciting committee
has met with a peculiar kind of success. The 'little' men have come up
to the mark nobly; the 'big' men are
lagging. There is an attitude on the
part of many that seems penny Alse
and pound foolish. The committee is
not soliciting Tor charity; it is not
asking money which will bring no
returns; it is putting before the people a proposition which, In its essence, means Invest a dollar and in
a hundred.
licxxl Investment.
"It ought not to be necessary In a
progressive community which Is the
acknowledged model of business integrity In the southwest, to urge the
people to subscribe.
Whether one
cent of the subscription can be recold
or
not,
cash brought
the
turned
Into the city and spent here will repay the Investment perhaps a hundred fold.
"The situation is serious and deSufmands immediate attention.
ficient funds must be subscribed at
once or there can be no big fair. Better no fair at all than a measly, puny
atTair that will make the city the
laughing stock of the territory for

"I suppose I am somewhat of a
curiosity In this country." remarked
the artichoke, as it lay wearily on Its
side among a polyglot collection of
vegetables In the market, "but such
Is not the case on the other gldtt of
the water.
"In gay Paree I am 're great favorite In ze cafes of ze boulevards.'
Here It Is different. So different! I
am-.nappreciated.
What do
think, most people would rather ion
eat
cabbage than artichokes, it Is not
because cabbage Is a greater delicacy,
but because they do not know ab:ut

twelfth-mont-

h.

"There is a general complaint on
the part of the business men of the
city that scarcely a day passes thai
some one does not come around with
a subscription xaper of some kind.
What of that? If thVre were a hundred such papers circulated every
(lay, It would be no reason why one
should not subscribe heavily toward
the fair fund.
"The success of the fair depends
upon having a large fund to swing it
on a cash basis, and a successful fair
means that these same men who daily
subscribe to charity will make enough
money to cause their philanthropic
gifts to look like the despised thirty
cents.
Gain for EverylxHly.
"The fair Is not an eleemosynary
scheme for the benefit of the pauper
few; it is a business proposition for
the progressive many.
"The success of the fair will reflect
riches upon the whole community. If
the merchants take in more money,
the bapks will have heavier deposits;
money In the banks means more to
loan for building and various Indus
more building
enterprises;
trial
means more labor to be employed,
and more labor means a greater population.
"All these are direct benefits. The
greatest benefit of all Is the advertising the city gets from the fair. Advertising pays; advertising lets the
capitalist and merchant
know the resources of the city; it
brings money and people; M encour
ages Investment,
and
Immigration
travel. Every person who slops here
an
city
day
in
the
leaves
but one
average of three or four dollars, and
every visitor is an advertising me
dium to encourage others to visit the
city. In this respect a big fair means
big advertising and great permanent
good.
'Big' men and
"(iet Into line!
small' men, get Into line! Come up
your hundred
get
with your ten and
Look ahead and put your
later.
nam down now on the list for all
you can reasonably afford. The com
mittee is not working like blazes for
the purpose of making social calls; it
Is out on business, and means busi
ness, and business is good for every
body.
"Jet into line!"

GOOD, COLI ROOT BEE

AT WALTON'S

DIll'G STOKE.

Columbus
Hotel
Guests

Never
Grumble

NOTICE.

All members, their families and the
public generally are Invited to attend

the annual memorial service of the
Woodmen of the World at 3 p. m. on
Sunday, June itth, at the Lead avenue
M. E. church.
Hev. Rollins will de
liver the memorial address and a
special choir will sing.
Come anil
help us remember the dead.
D. E. PHILIPFS, Clerk.
HANK
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corner lots on West
Also lots on CJulil and
Silver avenues. Some good bargains
in houses and lots In all parts of the
Fteal
Estate
cilv. St e Dunbar's

Some
Coal

good

Dr. Charles

I.ukens. sunerln- tendent of the Children's Home Society of New Mexico and Arizona, has
established headquarters In this city.
naving recently come to Albuquerque
to reside.
His office Is located at
210 North Walter street, with phone
E.

a hustler, and since
entering the work of the society, he
has established a reputation tor good
judgment and sound business ability.
In speaking of the work today. Dr.
Lukens said:
Home for All.
"The motto of our society Is "A
Home for every homeless child and a
child for every childless home," and
1
have found that there is Indeed a
good home for every homeless, desti
tute or 111 treated child. In fact,
there seems to be more good homes
at present than homeless children.
The New Mexico
and Arizona
branch of this society, which Is a na
tional affair, was established last Oc
tober, but 1 have been at active work
only since April 1. It is our desire
that all police and other officers as
well us private citizens, aid us In our
work by notifying us of any home
less, in treated or destitute children,
that we may place them in the prop
er sort of homes.
An Example.
"The need Is greater than I had
thought, not a town I have visited
but has presented its cuse of orphan
or deserted children, or of children
In evil environment
some of them
most cruelly treated.
Recently I arrived In one of the
Pecos valley towns Just One day too
late to rescue three little ones who
were In the hands of a drunken and
opium eating mother. She was arrested and placed In jail but broke
her way out. The next day she was
put on the train with the children, a
babe of nine months, a little girl of
five years and a boy of seven. Whne
In the station, in a rage, she threw
the baby across the waiting room.
The officers, not knowing of our
work, and not knowing what else to
do sent her out of the town with the
little ones still In such care.
Soeiety Wants Information.
"our work is not only to help the
orphan and deserted children, but
also the children of such parentage.
The territorial laws will give posses
sion of the children to our society
when proof Is offered as to the delinquency of parents. We are very
anxious to get hold of all such chil
dren and ask all to help by Interesting your town and country officers.
You can notify the superintendent at
his office in Albuquerque, and he will
be on hand to help. Our hearts must
go out to the little ones who have
been so cruelly deprived or blessings
of love and home.
s4l Case Relieved.
"Three little ones were reported to
us by one of our lady managers. The
superintendent visited the home and
found that the mother had been dead
six months. The father was a drunkard and has deserted the children of
ten for a week at a time. There was
buoy and (wo little
a tw
boys, four und six years old. One day
cold and hungry, they appeared at
the home of a neighbor and when
she came to the door looked up in
her face and said: 'We're not hungry.' In forty-eighours the su
perintendent had them clothed anil
given a home.
in
"Among the people Interested
our work are tne roiiowing wen
known residents of the two territories: Jefferson Haynolds. banker; A.
A. Jones, chairman democratic territorial committee; S. E. Aldrich, territorial senator; C. N. Cotton, mer
chant; Nathan Jaffa, banker; Dr. E.
B. Shaw, Iis Vegas; Chief
Jusllce
Mills, Dr. tieo. E. Bryson; E. A.
hanker; Hiram Hadley,
of schools; Judge W. H.
Pope. Dr. J. S. Easterday, and many
others. This list will clearly show-thathe society is undenominational
and
taxi's Plan.
"The radical difference between
the Children's Home society and the
many other agencies that are engaged
In similar work, is that while these
other agencies devise orphans' homes,
reform schools rescue homes ared the
like, the Children's Home society organizes nothing new and uses none
of the above processes In its work of
saving homeless children. Accepting
the statement as true that Uod's Institutions are best." and being thoroughly convinced that God's place for
a homeless child, and for all other
children for that matter, is In a good
family home, the society, in as simple
a way as possible, goes about finding
the child In need of a home, and
then finding the family that is willing
and capable of training that child Into an honorable man or woman."
Dr. Lukens invites the aid of every
one and he also freely give.; any Information that may be desired.
ht
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Agency.

HURRYING

TO PAT

Patrick Calhoun, wire of the
president of the San Francisco street
a
railway system, and at present
prominent figure in the graft Investigation being held at 'Frisco, passed
Mrs.

it

UPHOLSTERING

I Expert From Eastern Factories!
fleyff & Dowdell
216 N. Second

Phone 878

through Albuquerque last evening om
board the California limited.
Accompanying Mis. Calhoun were
her six children and a retinue of
The party had
maids ami servants.
an entire Pullman car to themselves.
When ttie limited arrived here at 6:1 J
o'clock and a reporter called to in
terview Mrs. Calhoun, one of her
dusky servants exclaimed:
"Why dar's no Missus Calhoun on
(lis yere car. We's Jes' goln' to California."
"What are the names of the
party?" asked the reporter
"Thet's not any of youh bUness,"
answered the pompous darky.
among the local rallroud
A visit
offices quickly developed the fact that
Mrs. Calhoun had issued orders to
her servants and Instructed the train
crew to deny that she wa on board
the train.
Mrs. Calhoun and
her children
were touring the east when Mr. Cal
houn telegraphed her to come home
at once. Whet, the message was re
ceived Mrs. Calhoun was betweea
Chicago und
She
York city.
Immedoialtiy ordered her car switched to u westbound train and started
for San Francisco.
During the forty minutes tin 'in- ited stopped here the blinJs of the
Calh' un car wer j oloaec i.tii a big
negro servant rto.id guar J at each it
the doors.
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Dr. Lukens is
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Contractor A. V. Tegner, of Albuquerque, has just completed an elaborate set of store fixtures for Mr.
Sanchez, a prominent merchant of
Los Lunas.
In honor of Miss Elsemann, of
Pennsylvania, Mr. and Mrs.
, 1
Kemmerer, of this city, entertained a
gathering of friends at the
studio last night.
Ruflna Montoya, aged S years, the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Montoya, of 61"
West TIJeras road, died this morning
of pneumonia.
The funeral will be
held tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock
In old town, with interment in San
.
Jose cemetery.
One Moya. a native, war. fined $10
or ten days In the city holdover this
morning, by Police Judge Craig, for
being drunk and sleeping on the
streets, to which charge Moya pleaded guilty.
Officer Rossi made the
arrest last night.
O. S. Thompson, a traveling man
handling mining goods, Is In the city
visiting friends. Mr. Thompson will
leave next Monday for New York,
from where he will sal) for Scotland,
the land of his birth. He Is Interested in several copper mines near Clifton, Ariz.
Alexander S. Orleg, a railroad man
well known In Raton, who
the
past year has been the chief assist!
the
ant to President Davidson
pFrlsco system with headquarters in
St. Louis, will ie;om ;ie riht ha:id
man of Chairman Yoakum of the
executive committee of that system.
Francisco Medina went to sleep In
a vacant lot last evening, after trying to drink up all the beer in five or
six saloons.
He was discovered by
Officer Sala.ar, who conveyed him to
the city Jail. In police court this
morning Medina pleaded guilty to a
charge of being drunk and was fined

ON MARKET

THE UNFORTUNATES

me.

"It Is not to be expected that one
should be popular till one Is known.
I personally
don't care a button
whether I am eaten or not, but is
It not well to encourage new 'nduc-trle- s,
new features in agriculture?
This country hereabouts Is well suited to the raising of artichokes a id a
few are raised, but how very few !
What s the reason?
"No market! Only n few ;eop'e
have cultivated the taste. It was the
same way with asparagus once. Now
asparagus Is perhaps the best appreciated vegetable in the market.
Believes In Variety.
"I believe that variety Is the plce
of life. We should have more v tii y
In amusements;
more variety in
work; more variety in food.
fhere
are different khids of food enough,
but the average housewise so my
observations lead me to surmise Is
content to cook the same things day
after day with only such modifications as the seasons make most convenient.
"According to the dictum of epicures 1 am that Is, the artichoke Is
the prince of vegetable delicacies.
Naturally 1 agree with this opinion
and resent being snubbed. It 's not
pleasant to lie here and wilt while a
fresh young radish
alongside Is
snatched up with alacrity.
"We are accustomed to the best so.
ciety; all the crowned heads of Europe look upon us with favor, and we
occupy prominent positions on the
menus of the best hotels ami restaurants In the world. We are not cheap,
not even a native like me, but we
are worth the price two for a quarter and when once you acquire the
taste for us, you will ever be our deFriendships that are easily
votee.
made do not usually last, and I gwe.tr
upon my honor that once you have
learned to love us, familiarity will not
breed contempt."

Furniture
We have Jumt received
splendid variety of these
reliable willow goods in
Chairs,
Rockera, Settees
and Table In natural finish.
Come In and ae

Our Prices Are the Lowest

ALBERT FABER'Q
ll

Large Measure
Heavy Weight
Groceri

Thirty Indians from the pueblo ot
San Felipe, who have been working In
the mines and on the sheep ranches
Albuof Arizona, passed through
querque last night, en route home.
The San Fellpes are preparing for
their annual dance, and all the members of the tribe are going home to
pa rtlcipate.
Edward M. Chadbourne, general
manager of the Albuquerque Traction
company, has a force of men at work
at Second street and Central avenue,
tearing up the switch tracks of the
lumber mill line. When the curves
are removed a straight track will be
laid to the center crossing, and then
the work of extending the lumber
mill line south on Second street to
Hold avenue will begin. On account
of the delay in securing rails and
other material, the work of constructing the Highland extension out East
Central avenue has been abandoned
temporarily.

The Champion
623-02-

and
Do you Intend buying . .ehlcle to er.Joy the aummer monthaT If yo
do don't t&sa us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehlcla
we have many good style within the rangt of modest Income.

Top Buggies, Hunabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wag-onof
all kinds. Don't sta away because you are not rich. Coma and
us.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
Corner First .and TIJeras $oad.

WE FILL

train

..:

No.
No
No.
No.
No.

K
1

7
9

i:kivi.n.

Four hours
)n time.

We buy and sell horses, buggies,
and everything In live stock and ve- hides.

j

I

Two nectlons

on time.

On time.
On time.

Consult

On June 5., a baby boy was born
to Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Hern
of
1

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

Full Set of

Te-tl-

Dentist

l

.oll lilting

$1.50 up
$6

Crowns
Plnlrs Kxlrni'tlng.
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AI.L

WORK
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$8
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KOOM 12, X. T.

Call up 597
When in need of anythinr in the
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French Bakery Co.

C.

F".

202

E.

R.R.Ave.

A Hen

Galvanized Iron Cornice. Tin Roof
Sheep-di- p
Tanks, Galvanized
Water Tanks, Pipe and Repair Work

Ing,

208

1- -2

West Gold

F'tnch Dry ar.J Sleam Cleaning, W Guar ante not to Shrink or
th matt Dtlicalt of LaJia GarmtnU.

!!

Fait

Out

.

The telephone make the
.duties lighter, the care lea
and the worries fewer.
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HLOHCM 411

telephone
preserve
The
your health, prolong you Ufa
and protect

TOU NELB A TELEPHONE
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FLY"

yottr home,

TS TOTO IIOMlt

SCREENS

Door sorter. tw stror.g aa &n ordinary door at price that defy
e
screen doora In both strer.pth and price. Window
that are ut strong aa a door at 7 centa per foot at th

eastern-madscrc-en- a

PLiUSTIG MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUK NEW UKICK I1UILDLNO

tX)0O0O00wOOwO

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

OEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Cover

more, look

bet. wear

the longest, moat economical; full measure.
BUILDINO
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster, Lime, Ceraaat
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doora, Etc.
FIItST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBCQrERQCE,

NEW MEL

Do You Need
Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
'TRY US-BEST OF QUALITIES

Toum OrJen Gietn Prompt AttmUm

MRS; ROSE HENRY'.
tIllVt
S01II

S--S

Convenience - Comfort - Security

a Specialty of Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing

CWi CalltJfot anj Dtlivtrul.

r--
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GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHES
1

1

ARMIJO IU.IG.

(Elrattiug aufc Jlrrsatug Mlorka

Of MV8

voy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprieto
lJ in. c c

GlAll- -

HENRY'S

Xve Make

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. -

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

.

j

Open Day and Night.

i

this city.
William Troy, a resident of Hrot.k- ton, Mass., a prominent Knight of
Columbus In the Hub state, is in tne
city visiting Martin Ran.
Anona council, order of Pocahontas, held an interesting meeting lat
night In Red Men's hall, at the close
of which refreshments were served.
Ned Lavell, the well known old
timer of Albuquerque, who has been
visiting in Ireland, is on his way
home.
The soliciting committee for the biw
fair fund wants to sie you, and you
want to see what you can do for .he
big event.
The territorial board of pharmacy
will hold a regular meeting In Albuquerque on October 7 and 8, during
the fair.
A regular meeting of the Ladies of
the u. a. it. was hHd at the home of
this alternoon.
A regular m?,'th. - f Vdah chiptcr
No. 5, i. K. S.. n.il be h'.-:at S
o'clock this evening. Ity !.. .if the
worthy matron. Lain'i Fluke, secretary.
W. II. Olllenwater. of the Montezuma Trust company, owns a very
skittish broncho.
This morning the
horse was taken to Hyde's blacksmith
shop, on West (iolil avenue. When
Mr. Hyde attempted to shoe the animal It Jumped, kii ked, bucked ami
,-

Reliable

a

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

oaoX0cax)Oax3OO

627

TELEPHONE

i

203

Prices

t

200

B. RUPPE

RI6HT

At Consistent

lc;

N. BROADWAY

Low Prices--

Mhkiaiu

PRESCRIPTIONS

Hunter's Wagon Yard

IL

Easy Terms

Strut

!

MATTECCCI BROS.
V. Tljeraa At.
Phoa

4

BUYING DAYS

SAM KEE

I AUOUT TOWN

Grocery Co.

CARRIAGE

Children Like It

- .

Best

THESE ARE

CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
Relieves Colds bv working them out of
the sy stem through a copious and healthy
.ctinn of the bowels.
by cleansing the
Relieve
Couch
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
ana Druncniai luoes,

"At pleasant to the taste
as Maple Sugar"

, Meats, Poultry,
Lucca Olive Oil

n

znp Dunn' Hirutt ncrTiH
iiiiv... totWEAK KIDNEYS Tft
For BACKACHE
2!ic; blackberries. 2 boxes for 25c;
cherries, 25c; grapefruit.
i
each : DiWItt'i KIdnei ttid Bladder Pllli Sliil llld Sill
lemons, 30c; Logan berries, 2nc a
!
V '. II. OH1ELLY CO.
basket; apricots. 15c.
Fish. Red snapper, 15c; sea bass,
15c; salmon, 25c;
15c;
harrlcuda,
frogs' legs, 25c a dozen; yellowtall,
15c; cattish. 20c; black bass. 25c.
Meat. Beef, he to 20c; pork, l'c
2IS South Seeend
to 20c; veal. 10c to 20c; mutton, sc
to 17 'ic; spring lamb, one side, 75c;
Dealer In
sausage,
to Mexican Drawn Work, Indian and Jap
ham. 15c to
3.",c;
15c; spring chicken, dressed.
anese Novelties including Japanese Hand
live chickens, 32c; turkeys, 24c
Painted China Wire J J J J Jl

nm)iiyre)

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

$Hl.

nrti-chok- es

tbem on

our fioor.

fr

The novelties In the provision market this week are pineapples,
and eggplant. The prices for
vegetables are a trifle lower in some
Instances, and the same as last
In the others.
New apricots are n'so
on the market.
Market Prices this
week are the following:
Vegetables. Wa
beans, 15c; old
potatoes, 2'ic; new potatoes, jc; cucumbers, "lie; tomatoes. 20c; peas,
10c; spinach, ic; lettuce, 23c; native
cabbage, 10c; shipped cabbage, 6c;
eggplant, 4 pounds for 25c; green
chill, 20c; onions, 2',jc; artichokes, i
for 25c; rhubarb, 7c: asparagus, fc a
bunch; cauliflower, 13u to
beets. 10c a bunch. 2 for l.'.c; ear- rots, 2 bunches for 1 5c; turnips, i
."c
bunches for 15c; green beans,
pound.
up;
Oranges.
30c
Fruits.
and
bananas, 40c; apples, ltic: pineapples,

imow.vs.

liUV VOI R hl.MlAY III
Kit OF
J. K. PALM Kit, Fltt.sT AM M
UK HAS KVMtYTMIXU
VOF XtFII.

Willow

er

Kennedy's
Laxative
ek
Cough Syrup

g

rm

Hyde.

Committee Finds That Men. Desires Information Concern
ing Any Who Are Deserted
Who Should Sign For Urge
Without Care.
Amounts. Are Slow.

out-of-to-

the farcical mu
'The
sical comedy, presented by the Man
hattan Comedy company at the Ca
sino a week ago., was revived
last
night by the company and it made a
bigger hit than ever.
The comedy work handled byMessrs
Ppaulding. Murray and Riebe was
good. The chorus girls while attractively costumed in other productions,
outdid themselves last night.
line of the features of last night's
performance not on the program
which also made c hit. was when the
wenery in the last act became loosen
ed and fell, burying Eddie Murray
but he
the diminutive comedian,
didn't lose a step.
will be repeated
"The
tonight mul the rest of the week with
a matinee Sunday.

HIS APPEARANCE

HAS HOMES FOR ALL

pag

finally stood on Its head. Falling to
frighten Mr. Hyde, the horse lunged
against the wail, splitting Its head
open above the left eye.
The wound
Is slight and was sewed up by Mr.

WANTS MR. ARTICHOKE MAKES

ILI

ATJICE

Apricots

NEW MEXICO

LUKENS

ALL HOMELESS

BE MADE

MUST

Bananas
Oranges

Rheubarb
Tomatoes
Asparagus
Young Carrots

SUBSCRIPTIONSlSUPT.

evening citizen.

e

Jjlbuquerque, &eW CiXtxko

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.
2)2 NCRTH SECOND ST.
ALIUQUERQUE, N. N.
CXDwOwOwOeOwOwOwOa)CwOw

kOwOwCwOC

V

ALBUQUERQUE

AGE SIX.

market.
"I told

Mr. rtrlnkm.m last evenMrs. Itilnknian. "that I
the president ought to be
I
iible to eat a whole fry himself.
haven't picked the particular chicken
for him. hut they're all good. They've
been all cooped up for a couple of
week. ami they're good and fat
now."
Mrs Hrliikman isn't at all relucyelled above the storm.
tant to say that she is mightily
calmly
off
the
walked
Haatscher
"tickled" at being able to furnish the
bridge In obedience to orders and president's dinner, or an important
came to an 'arms port."
part of It. Kutter and eggs from the
"Haarscher. you fool, don't you I'.rinkman farm go with the chickknow that bridge Is going?"
ens, so that the honor l even greati:ven as the officer of the day spoke er than the mere twenty-tw- o
alone
the bridge was whirled away.
would indicate.
my
lieutenant,"
post,
was
"That
said Private Haarscher. "and you forget that 1 am a Frenchman."
At the end of the Franco-Prussia- n
waj Haarscher came to America embittered because his native province,
Alsace, bad become the spoil of the
enemy. He enlisted almost Immediately upon his arrival In this country, and until the day of his death
at Fort Sheridan he never passed an
hour, save when on occasional leaves
of absence, beyond sight of the flag
that marked the campus, the garri- est H. Wolsey has been appointed forguard in the Mt. Graham national
sons or the batteflelds of America.
carried one forest In Arizona.
Abraham Haarscher
record that is probably unique In the
At patent lias been granted to Henhistories of the armies of the world.
In nearly thirty years' service, al- ry E. Armltage. of Prescott. Ariz., for
though a model of soldierly neatness, an oil burner.
discipline and Intelligence, he never
A postoffue
wore the stripe of a
has been established
officer, refusing chevrons time af- at 111. ickw .iter. Pinii county. Ariz.,
beter time; his reasons for refusing
with Samuel Pinkley as postmaster.
ing known to no one but himself.
S. F. Noon, of Nog, iles. Ariz., and S.
Haarscher did not know what the
Inside of a guardhouse looked like 1j. Klngan of Tucson. Arizona, have
prisoner.
from the viewpoint of
been admitted to practice before the
There never was a soldier In camp or Interior department.
barracks whose ritle and equipments
!i is
were like unto his. So at guard
The comptroller of currency
mount, as the neatest soldier, he was designated the First National hank
chosen for the duties of orderly to of Los Angeles as a reserve agent for
the commanding officer. The soldier ttie First National bank of Nogales,
thus chosen Is not obliged to walk Arizona.
post, and when tattoo comes he can
turn In to sleep without fear of being
Francisco Padllhi and Juan Sanrouted out for the duties of the mid- chez were Indicted by the grand Jury
guard.
night
at Iis Vegas yesterday on a charge
of cattle stealing at Chapelle, In San
Miguel county. They were arraigned
(
and pleuded not guilty.

ing"

S62 Way

02

(From the Chicago Tiiftj
Alirnham H:tarcher was one of the
beaux of his regiment. He attended
the dances of the enlisted men as religiously ns he attended reveille, but
at no dunce ns there any particular
maiden singled out for the attentions
of l'rlvate Hnarscher. He wont the
rounds and danced with every girl
that came to the enlisted men's merrymaking.
Haarscher
had dodged
Indian bullets and Spanish bullets
and had dodged Cupid's shafts. He
saw his comrades marry and leave
he service. They told him his day
would come, but he laughed at
them.
During the course of his years of
duly as one of I'ncle Sam's soldiers
l'rlvate Haatschcr saw service In four
different regiments and against every
form of foe th:tt his adopted country
had to face. Kew men knew ns did
this private what absolute devotion
to duty meant.
Haatscher was Intensely proud of
his French nativity. One night at a
far northwestern garrlsnn he was
walking post as a sentinel upon a
frail temporary bridge thrown across
a stream. The ends of the structure
marked the end of his post.
A storm arose In sudden fury. The
stream which flowed under the bridge
had been swollen before by the rains
of the season. In a few minutes It
The
was a raging, roaring torrent.
bridge began to show signs of weakening. Haarscher kept on walking
his post. The timbers were creaking
under his feet and the water was beginning to creep over the plunking,
when the officer of the day appeared
at the end of the bridge. He saw the
sentinel and his peril.
"Come off that bridge. Xo. 5," he

a Soldier

sieve, becoming a
of milk, containing the exact
quantities of the original liquid.
Twenty-tw- o
gallons of full rich
milk will yield about twenty-seve- ntwenty-epounds of the meal, containing
ight
to thirty per cent of butter
and a full complement of casein,
sugar and phosphates. The Hour
of the weight
has about
of the milk from which it was condensed, and can be shipped in bags
or boxes, or canned for preservation
Indefinitely. H has only to be dissolved In wafer at a temperature of
one hundred and seventy degrees
Fahrenheit to be reconverted Into
liquid milk of the purest quality.
Eggs, mixed with warm water by
a rotary pump and passed through
the drying machine, produce a light
yellowish meal having all the nutritive qualities of the natural eggs,
capable of Indefinite preservation,
and perfectly adapted to the making
of omelets, custards and other forms
of food.
There are one hundred and forty
of these machines In operation In
continental Europe, and ten in Ar,
gentine.
Hour

th

th

Old Japanese Armorere
00K3000000000U

The era of the sword in Japan has
given place to the rifle, but long before this period the exquisite art of
We
the oriental armorer was lost.
are told of a blade composed of
layers of steel and polished
so that the finest European polishing
pastes only serve to scratch It. Few
people have any Idea of the art used
In fashioning these weapons.
They
doubtless appreciate the beauty of
the sheath, handle and guards, but
to them a sword is a piece of steel
made to cut. and that is all.
When the Japanese armorer forged a sword he did it as if it were a
sacred thing, and Indeed it was in
his eyes. He forged the metal tenderly, with special tools for each opHe tempered It with proeration.
cesses as secret as the confidence of
the gods. He had his methods of
securing in the metal most marvelous
effects and of producing marking
from an Imitation of which the most
expert armorers in Europe would ll
In despair.
Strange legends are
told of these old Japanese armorers.
Masa-Muna gentle smith of the
fourteenth century', could let fall a
hair of the hard shelled adzukl bean
across the edge of one of his swords,
and it would be split In two, or, like
ltegln, he would stand the weapon

upright in a little stream of water
and let the current carry along a
little scrap of paper, which, as it
touched the edge of the blade would
float away In halves.
Of a different character was the
fierce old Mura-Maswho forged
swords to the cry of "Tenka taira!"
(War to men!) and quenched each
one in the warm blood of a , fresh
human victim. This so Inspired the
steel with endless thirst that it would
cleave iron like bronze and bronze
like u melon in the search of human
life. If left too long In its scabbard
It possessed Its wearer with a fierce
desire to kill, and If drawn only for
display it would hash the fingers of
the one who wielded It. be be ever
so careful.
was the
So terrible
slaughter of these semi - human
blades that their use was proh. .ited
by one of the Tokugawa shoguns.
and thereafter they were forced to
languish In the sword racks. Minor
smiths were content to pile up copper coins and display an edge unruffled after cleaving the stack or
to cut through a half inch copper
bar. but the great masters smiled at
such tests. The same blade which
In their case could split a hair or
divide a silk scarf which a gentle
breeze wafted against It could slice
the Iron or bronze like cheese.
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Character in the Face
I

cowardice. Iong narrow ones show
activity and bodily vigor. Hroad nostrils opening toward the sides show
a predilection for horses.
Mouth and lips are ruil of sugges- tiveness. The man with a hanging
underlln Is apt to lack lierseveranee
uni concentration of purpose. The
mouesi individual s lower lip is
'"ally pressed close against the upper
"p at the center. The sentiment of
hate causes a hard dropping of the
as to show the teeth,
"P
who habitually
show the
1,1 ,nl" wav Br
H P' 1,1 be male-meri- t.
tetn
v,,lentThe chin and lower Jawbone
hroaden clear back to the level of the
uom oi
iecm. nu is
i ne
youth w ho
'"en and women.
seeks an amiable spirit In bis sweet
heart must 'house a gill with gently
curving lips und full and
chin; her eyes .....must. be soft und
......
.xi
i
Itrnu n
It li
he must look carefully to the spread
of her lower Jaw. Economy is prom,
lHed by a widening of the nose Just
above the wlnirs of the nostrils
on the other hand the young wo
man wlu desires ail industrious husband should choose a man with long
upper lip. If she desires even good
temper In her spouse, she had oest
chose one with round fuce and curly
hair.
hitbl-lndlca-

1

''r'

"""

,

well-round-

1

taesar,

Wellington.
Nupoleon. and
for example. A mull wl..
modest intellect und a big nose can
Iways be reckoned on to make more
of a mark than a man with a great
brain und u little nose. The nostrils
lso have their slgnllicunce.
Large
sostrlls Indicate courage; little ones
Itelaon,

.
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For The President
jnaianapoiia JVews.)
brief their fate, for thev are
irruin me spring
Twenty-twchickens, fondly to grace the luncheon (able destined
at the
o

imagining in their young minds that
ihtty are specially favored by Providence, are now dining on the fat of
the land, cooped away from all vul- iniiuences, ml
ii anu lA.uhry farm.
tlu llifnkman
Stanton
enue and Mcpherson street. Were,
fhwre
but one more chicken, the
number of their Dock nouid tell in ,

"FIRST LADY OF THE LAND"

nkw Mexico

ALBUQUERQUE

Capital and surplus, $100,000

rjr''-

INTEREST

ALLOWED

SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

5,

With Ample Means and

Extends to Depositor
New Accounts--Capita- l.

frS

i&xsKs :'4

rnsurpa-ssr-

Every Proper

Flollltlta.

d

Accommodation,

and

Solicit!

1150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. 3. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot O. B.Cromwell.
DEPOSITORY

V. J. Connor, Jr.,
Superintendent
of the deaf und dumb Institute, announces that the closing exercises of
that institution will be held on Tuesday. June 11, at 2 p. in. No special
Invitations have been Issued und the
public is cordially" invited.

through a coarse

process for reducing milk to
a powder which conserves all the
qualities of fresh milk Its taste and
appearance, nutritive value, and digestibility is proving to be a great
success.
The milk Is fed in Jets from a perforated supply tube, at a rate of from
eighty to one hundred gallons an
hour, upon two hollow steel cylinders
five feet In length by thirty Inches In
diameter, revolving in opposite diof an
rections, about
Inch apart, from ten to fifteen turns
a minute. These cylinders are heated by steam at a pressure of three
atmospheres to a temperature
of
about two hundred and forty degrees
slowly
oozing
milk,
Fahrenheit.
The
through the narrow space, Is taken
up by adhesion to the heated surfaces, and passes round under the
cylinders as a thin, almost Invisible
film of dried milk, having about the
thickness of heavy paper.
of the cylinder's
When three-fifth- s
revolution has been completed, this
white film of dried and sterilized
milk Is peeled off by a knife or
scraper and falls Into a receptacle.

7. IM7.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
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A new

I he majority .
men w ho have
become renowned us rulers and lead- era. It is pointed out, had big noses

miDAT. JliXK

TAFT WOULD BE MUSICAL

Topics

Desiccated MilK

one.

MS .

soul

CITIZEN.

Territorial
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(From the New York Sun.)
The face as a map of character and
disposition Is the subject of an elaborate study by an Englishwoman. She
holds that the reading 'of features
cun be reduced to an exact science.
There is an elaborate classification of
eyes. Among the broad deductions is
the dictum that dark eyes invariably
a strong, passionate nature,
ones show a calcu- while light-blu- e
luting, cool and resolute cnaracter.
Light-brow- n
eyes are signs of in- telligence. fancy, fickleness in love
and a rapidly fluctuating tempera-- ;
A sure Indication of oratorical
gift Is projecting eves, and they also
iieioKeu merary hkiii in tne use of
language. A stronslv develooed nose
Is a murk of superior endowments.
The owner of a big iidm has more
energy than the owner of a small

EVENING

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AXD SANTA FE RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

Arthur Matney anil Frank Sweeney
were indicted by the grand Jury at
Las Vegas yesterday for attempting
to aid the prisoners in an attempt to
MRS. Win. H. TAFT AN D DAUGHTER HELEN
escape from the Jail about a month
Somewhat interested In the pros- children.
ago. They were arraigned and pleadpects of Taft's presidential boom Is
The children Inherit the studious
ed guilty to the charge.
Mrs. Taft. wife of the secretary of disposition of their father. The oldest
"peace and war.'
If events con- daughter, Helen, led her classes In
Mrs. Elizabeth Tonnles died sud- tinue In their present drift she is like the Cathedral school, from which she
denly at her home at Santa Fe Tues- ly to be a prominent candidate for graduated last year, and now Is preday evening. She hud been In poor first lady of the land. She thinks
paring for Hryn Mawr college.
health for some time, but had been and does not deny It that "the
Her Sons.
able to attend to her household duties judge" is the best man yet suggested
Robert Alphonso, the eldest, now
190K.
She
19. is an undergraduate at Yale. He
until her demise. She leaves her for republican candidate in
husband. Ilernhard Tonnles, a shoe- hopes that T. It. will continue of this) expects to adopt the hereditary ocmaker at the Capital City.
mind. She ways she thinks T. R.'s In- -j cupation of law. He took a special
course two years ago at Oxford in
dorsement will Help.
During the past year liisbee. AriMils. Taft became acquainted with English law and history.
zona, attained the remarkable record the inside of the White House when,
Chas. P. Taft, youngest of the famIn school circles of having 1H08 puat the age of 16, she was Helen Her-ro- ily, is named for his rich newspaper
pils enrolled out of a total 1915, who
of Cincinnati, and visited Mollle uncle In Ohio. At the Force public
reside in the district, according to the Hayes, daughter of President Hayes, school, in this city, he sits beside his
school census. This is only one of at the White House. Her father was crony, Quentin Roosevelt. He knows
the remarkable facts shown by the John W. Herron, law partner of what he w ill be when he grows up
a soldier In the army, lie plans to
yearly report which Is being prepared President Hayes.
go to West Point as soon as dad will
by Superintendent C. F. Philbrook.
A Ifcimcstic Woman.
Mrs. Taft takes pride in being a let him.
Secretary Taft is not a man of
A marriage
license was issued by thoroughly dymestic woman. She Is
musician, and an accomplished wealth. He has always had to live
a
Probate Clerk A. A. Sena yesterday,
on
organized,
was
his salary, and a secretary's sallinguist.
the
and
She
Vegas,
to
at Las
Leonor Havens, aged
21. of Santa Fe, and Fred Swope, first president of the Cincinnati Sym- - ary does not go far in Washington.
sideboard
On her
The Tafts, therefore, do not entertain
orchestra.
aged 3), of Las Vegas.
The parties phony
a magnificent solid silver center- - in any shown way, though they are
were married in Santa Fe some time Is
given lier by this organization able to select their friends
from
ago and also obtained a divorce in piece
in token of appreciation.
Mrs. Taft among the most interesting people,
that county. They were again mar- studied
more
has
music
for
their
fondness
for
music
intrumeutal
and
ried in Las Vegas yesterday.
than 15 years In Cincinnati and' brought them In touch w 1th musicians
taught all of her and artists.
Suits for taxes due the territory of abroad, and she has
New Mexico, county of Klo Arriba,
have been filed in behalf of the territory and the county by District Attorney Alexander Head, In the district OLD TIME MINSTREL
THEY MADE LOVE
court of Kin Arriba county. These
will be tried ut the coming session
of the district court there, which will
BY ALL RAIL ROUTE
DIES AT TUCSON
he presided over by Judge John It.
Mclie.
Tucson. Ariz.. June 7. Wednesday
Miss Antonita Ortiz and Juan CalAltoona. June 7. "Train wreckers
lahan were united in marriage Wed- afternoon Harry Wanda, Ina man well at Cresson. Rush officers."
fraternal
nesday morning at the cathedral at known in business and away
This alarming dispatch
flashed
ut his
the city, passed
Santa Fe. The ceremony was per- circles in
the various points of the Pennranch home, three miles east of along
formed by Very i'.av. Anthony Four-cbeg- town.
sylvania
dePittsburg
division,
and
vlcal general. An Informal rewere hurried to the scene.
The end came suddenly and almost tectives
ception was held at the bride's home
Along
on
four,
youth,
the
a
all
track
during the day and In the evening the unexpectedly although he had been was seen tapping on a westbound
health lately and for
friends of the happy couple enjoyed in rather poor preceding
his death rail. They closed on him, bore him
several hours
a dance ut the opera house.
was in considerable pain. Heart dis- to the ground and handcuffed him.
given
Is
ease
as the Immediate cause
Half a mile up the track a pretty
Jose (Jonzales. who is charged with
country girl on bended knees and
death by the attending physician.
murder ,1s on trial at Las Vegas. The of Many
years of Harry Wanda's life with ear close to the ground, wondmurder was committed in Mora coun- were spent
behind the footlights. He ered why the tappings suddenly ceasty, but a change of venue was grantin ed. Her youthful swain was trying
distinction
marked
a
achieved
ed to San Miguel.
Is
It
claimed that minstrel work and upon several oc- to explain
to the detectives.
(tommies murdered a man named casions
lent his servlevs to local en"Dad wouldn't let me see my girl
(lonzales on August 2T, 1906, at tertainments
given by orders to this afternoon," he protested, "and
Wagon Mound. Louis Ilfeld and C. w hich he belonged. He was born in I was telling her."
Handcuffed he
W. it. Ward are attorneys for the deTroy, N. Y.. and made his residence was escorted to his amazed sweetfendant, and the trial will probably in Tucson five years ago. being en- heart, where explanations
followed
last for several days. Following i. gaged in business here until about and he was released.
the list of jurors that were sworn In six months ago.
That half mile of track had been
to hear the case; Napoleon Fouu-talnthe trystlng place for the lovers and
Dan Stern, Pablo Vigil, Jose
their code of signals sent along the
(I rain ls"i'la Ill's Pain Halm.
Martinez y (tarda. H. Friedman.
rail by pounding with a coupling pin
preIs
antiseptic
liniment
and
an
It
I lonzales.
( teroulmo
Maestas. vents blood poisoning resulting from was thoroughly understood.
H. S. Van Pelteu, Filimeno TruJIIlo. a cut. bruise or burn. It also causes
Kegino (lonzales. Santiago Wallace the parts to heal witnout maturation
lie Fired the Stick.
"I have fired the walking stick Ive
and Eugenlo Kudolph.
and in much less time than when the
forty years, on account
over
carried
alemployed.
is
treatment
It
usual
It has become quite the faJ for lays the pain of a burn almost in- of a sore that resisted every kind
treatment,
of
until I tried Bucklen's
Tucson, Ariz, hunters who yearn for stantly. For sale by all druggists.
Arnica Salve; that has healed the
bigger game than birds and rabbits to
made me a happy man,"
go boar shooting in the Tortilitas.
Our ROCG11 DRY work don's have sore and
John Garrett, of North Mills,
The sport, they say. Is exciting, and to be washed over. Imperial Laun- writes
N. C.
Guaranteed for piles, burns,
pawns enough of danger to make it
etc., by all dealers.
Interesting.
The wild hog, or pec- dry Co.
cary, will take to flight on first impulse, but w hen cornered is not in tilt
least adverse to a tight.
At close
quarters an old tusker is not a bad
fighter. The animals are apparently
natives of the dry and barren hills
and gulches of the Tortillta range.
Although droves are occasionally
found elsewhere, the range pained
seems to be the favorite breeding
place. The hogs are fond of making
lodges
dens under the projecting
which overhang the dry beds of
courses
mountain
and the chusv.usually leads up or down a narrow
canyon.
n.
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Santa Fe Railway Company

o
CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE
Have you deeds, mortgages, insurance
policies, or other papers that you do not
care to lose? If so, we advise you to
rent a safe in our fire proof vault. Our
safety deposit boxes will hold a good
many papers, articles of jewelry, etc, and
the cost is only $2.50 per year.

j

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE

2nd and Cold

2nd and Cold

u.

f

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Hi

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

e.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER

California

-

Many Indians believe that when the
(treat Spirit created this world he
made three men. all fair of skin. He
led them to a lake und bade them
Jump In. Th first obeyed and came
out i h.le:' than when he entered the

and you will find no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper than the
inferior kind.

Excursions

They Keep the Flies Out
RIO

K0sOK
L.
PUTNEY

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
and September

::

::

"OLD RELIABLE."

::

ESTABLISHED

XTI.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Extremely Low Rates

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

d

nonie of vice President Fairbanks. druggist.
Thursday afternoon, when President
o
To Chlckcu TVi1er.
Roosevelt Is to be the guest of honor.
I ne twenty-tw- o
are to be "frys.
'n good
Mausurd'a Mills are
and tnev are dining on "good old
per 100 lbs.
yellow country coin and wheat and wheal at 11.50
nickels uji, dimes," according to Mrs.
Large line of nice China. In full
Marie Brinkman, who veils chicken
let and odd pieces, at very low
and fcquabs und butler and eggs on prices.
W. V. r'utreUe Furniture Co.

GO.

Bm

Return Limit Nov. 30
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and
Return
$35
San Francisco and Return $45

Carries the largest and Moat Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries la
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

5

TctUT Cured.
A lady customer of ours had buffered with tetter for two or three
years. It got so bad on her hands
thai she could not ulteud to her
household duties. One box of Chamberlain's Salve cured her. Chamberlain's medicines give splendid satisfaction In this community. M. H.
Rodney & Co., Almond, Ala. Chamberlain's medicine are for sule by all

LUMBER

Corner Third and Marquatta

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

waters; the second hesitated, going
into the lake when the water was a
trifle muddy, hence he came out copper colored; the third leaped In last
and came out black. According to the
legend, the (treat Spirit then led them
to three bundles, asking
each to
choose one. The black man chose
the heaviest, which was found to
contain spades, hoes and other lmple
of
in the performance
nu'iiis us-manual labor; the second found in
his sack u Ashing rod, a gun and
warlike weapons; the white man
chose tile sack which contained pen
ink und paper, and this, so the story
goes, laid the foundation for 111.- su
periorii taer other men.

GRANDE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

0eo00K

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Get

Fall Particulars
T. E. PURDY, Agent

From

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
...
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Join the

H

The
MKKTS every Mimmer at this store.
viz: One of our ;ingle or
Club Uniform i
Double Hreasted Hlue Serge Suits, a Straw Hat,
Negligee Shirt, Hal Hriggan Underwear, thin
Hosiery and a Summer Tie.
You'll be pleased with the Uniform.
It will look well and you will not object to its
price. The annual dues for the entire outfit are
not high and need not exceed

M.

to $25
Attempt to Compel Har Weather Bureau Station Re
ports That Old Sol Shone
riman to Answer Many
Every Day During May.
Pointed Questions.

Patterns to Select From

Will

W.V.futrelUFornitunCo
Cir. Cial and Second

l,

wcMaaxxaaaxyaxiaxyaxyaKjmvmva

Santa Fe.

June 7. The
Washington. I.
question as to whether the government will enter criminal prosecution
against B. H. Harriman. the railroad
magnate, for violation of the Sherlaw, was considered
man antl-liuat a conference between President
mm
uine, inFran
and
Roosevelt
terstate commerce commissioner, at
the white nous recently.
Mr. Lane was with the presiaeni
r more than an hour, and upon
leaving the white house announced
proceedings
that before July 1 legal compel
air.
would be Instituted to
ques- Harriman to answer certain
ny
memtiot.s propounded to him
bers of the commission at the recent
heating in New York, when the Alton
al was under Investigation.
ine
Previous to his conference wnn naa
president. Commissioner Lane
..iinfurrmi with P. H. Kellogg, spec
ial counsel for the rovernniert in the

N".

meteorological

M., June

standpoint

of May Just past was a

Club

Anti-He- at

NEW

MEXICO

COURTS

from

CITIZEN.

5 UNSHINE All

TO

APPEAL TO

For Baby
$2.50

I

H

oOwOoeeXDeoooe

The

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

107.

$20.00 or $30

From a
the month

7.

mot

OO

Join the Club and adopt the Uniform and we
can assure you that you'll never regret having
done so, and you'll pay your dues willingly.

remark-

able one throughout the I'nlted State
and even the weather cut unu'ual
capers, although In less disagreeable
degree than elsewhere.
assigned for a time to the O. V. Ci.
It was by far the coldest May re
to
the
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years
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corded during the thirty-fiv- e
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A
of
P.
number
&
C. T. R.
WASHINGTON
(hat the weather bureau has been
WASHINGTON
are
cars of the Hart convertible type
keeping records at Santa Fe.
The
FASHIONABI.
FASHIONABLE.
CLOTHING &
en route, but at present tied up on
average temperature was only 49. 4
CUOTtllNa
CkOTNINO.
the K. P. & N. K. There are also
May
degrees.
next
coldest
The
wti
two new steam shovels for use on
-that of 1891, with an average temwork.
Mexican construction
perature of 52.9 degrees, considerably
m
m
m
May.
higher than this year's record.
.MILLION AND lULF
lsfts, had been the record-breakbe.
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fore that for low temperature, but
one-haOne and
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even It showed an average of 53.8 dc.
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Southern management say must be
temperature
average
In
dally
The
freight
passenger
spent for new
and
May this year was 6.( degrees below
equipjnent, which the manufacturers
the normal. The minimum temper
ment In order of nomination, will be
will deliver in installments
aurins
ature of 26 degrees on May l.i Is the ALTERNATES
notified by the superintendent or tne
BF
WILL
the next four months. It is one of vinrrltnHti in vest lira t ion .
lowest on record except lhat of 21
naval academy when to report at
ever plaved by a
Mr. Kellogg. It is understood, win degrees
ROOSeVelt PrObaDly AgalnSt the largest orders everything
1
May
S7.
Annapolis for physical examination
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and
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is to be have n contest nee with the presiaeni
western road, and
nrt if thev nualifv at that examina
Mme this week and will later 3, 1899, but which occurred much
tpattern.
if
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the
Now-Attor-n- eys
Criminal Action
tion they will be admitted to the
freight co to New rinK to lnsiuuie un earlier during the month.
The list includes sixty-on- e thirty-fivBY
acadeny.
e
It was Indeed extraordinary for s
mrmtiri Mr. Harriman to compel him
and passenger locomotives,
Kach midshipman, from the date
Differ In Opinions.
the questions regaruiog inc low a temperature to be recorded so
cabooses. 3.306 frelgiu cars, miriy- - to
of his admission, receive an annual
late in the month.
and two dining cars. Alt n transaction.
tive coaches
I salary of 1500 a year, which Includ
May was also more than ordinar
Kim. tik he AlHM'fllctl.
Some of these cars and engines are
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ing tne many trips ne win ro
this .oiifwence all the members ily moist this year, and only seven
now on the way from the shops and
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Washington,
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present
the Atlantic, in and about Annapolis,
and
will be
thirtypast
during
a
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the
completed
times
before
of
the
will
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remainder
be
the
will
K.
H.
Whether
Harrinian
w nni acto the West Indies and other places,
five years has the preciptatlon been
The engines are It will be definitely deemed
prosecuted criminally by the govern- fast as possible.
makes the midshipman's berth In the
to take in higher during the month.
tion the administration Is prosecution
ment or proceedings will be Insti- heine made by me naiuwin iak-academy much more attractive as the
criminal
to
roirnril
the
year
following
figures
for
The
American
this
the
and
lo
Works
motive
tuted only to dissolve the Harrlman
appointment of cadet at the military
Names of academy.
and the cars against Mr. Harriman. While no daten were tabulated by the I'nlted Slate' Delegate Wants
railroad merger probably will be de- comotive company,
the Pull- h.i. hnun et ror mis conierence,
In this city :
weather
bureau
cided this week. It Is one of the im- are being manufactured bycompanies
probably will be held twiuruay oi
Three Young Men For Naval
portant questions with which the man and AmericanL). Oar
Weather Bureau 1 inures.
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temperature,
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temperature,
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brought in the courts on May 21; lowest, zo degrees, on
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temperature
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believe
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and the attorney general
i:sTI; TINi COAL 1 1 i. I S case is expected to be appealed to January 1, strange to say, sliil nition of midshipman In the L'nlted business transactions and financiallyin able
present to discuss with the president
with the foot"
CAR HVL(1 IIA Ml
This is o'
out any obligations made by bis
courts and ultimately to the amounts to 94 degrees.
Slates Naval academy. from New to carryWaldlng,
the various phases of the case as
Rinnan ft Marvin,
Washington. D. C June 7. A re- - supreme court of the United States lug to the war weather that prevail
Mexico, and Delegate William H. An firm.
they were revealed In the Investiga- nort
O.
Toledo,
Druggists,
Wholesale
Simpson
during the first three month of the drews Is deslrlous of finding three
from Messrs. Todd and
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There is reason for believing that ing railways with reference to any
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these
run he reached
inch; the greatest precipitation for
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MAYNARD

We Are Displaying
g Just Now, a Very Choice Assortment of Pickard's

Hand Painted China
Also Some Specially New Designs in Cut Glass

The

HICKOX-MAYNAR-

NEW MEXICO'8 LEADING JEWELERS

South Second St.

The Arch Front

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North First St.

All Kindt of Indian and Mexican Goods. The Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

The

J.

H. O'RIELLY DRUG CO.

The busiest dru? store between Denver and Los Angeles. We have
recently refitted our Ice cream department and can now accommodate
fifty people at a etttiny. The best of everything In our line.

AN ELEGANT

LINE OF LIBBEY'S
CUT OLASC

BRILLIANT

H. E. Fox. Secretary and Man.iger.

THE WAGNER
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Plumbers

W.R.R. Ave.

1
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Just Arrived
A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

P. C. Anderson and C. W. Nuckolls,
the city on
business.
Harry Bellamy, of Raton. N. M.,
Is In the city en route to
liisbee.
Arizona.
Mrs. F. H Hall and daughter, of
MarcellUM.
Mich., lire visiting riienils
In the city.
Richard iHimi. a cattleman of Kast
ia
Veas. Is In the city on buflr
ness today.
Miss I.olita Harris, who has been
vlHitlnK in the east, returned to this
city last night.
Charles K. lHRi'iiett and F. J
Otero, of this city, were visitors in
Santa Fe yesterday.
Charles Campo. the well known
merchant of San Antonls. Is in the
city on business.
Mrs. Jerome Troy, of Raton. X. M
was in the city yesterday, en route
home from I.os Anneles.
Dr. W. E. Haitlett. of Holle Plains,
Kan., is In Kstaucla, to which poliu
he will probably remove.
Miss (.rare Rorrad.ille, daughter of
Colonel John
liorrndaile,
returned
from St. Iiuls last night.
Mrs. Richard Lund, of Bernalillo
Is a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf,
on West Central avenue.
Mrs. J. H. McCamman, who has
been visiting friends In this city, left
for her home In Oalesburg, Hi.
Mrs. Hutts, of 212 South Broadway,
left for Silver City last night to visit
her sister, who Is seriously 111.
('rover Harrison, son of Dr. (5. VV.
Harrison, lias returned from Xasho-taWis., where he has been attending school.
la- -t
F.verett Reynolds returned
night from Canyon City, to resume
his former position with Ilolhenhurg
& Schloss,
of this city.
O. lounge and F. Schoenke. two
tourists from Berlin, Germany, arrived in Albuquerque last night.
They are registered at the Alvarado.
Lew Melshelnier .wife and son will
leave tonight for their former home
in Fort Wayne, lml.
Mr. Melsheimer
is a linotype operator on The livening Citizen.
Miss Blanche Xuylor, who lias been
visiting In Santa Ana, Cal., tor the
past two years, passed through the
city yesterday, en route to her home
in Holton, Kan.
Miss W. B. Strother, who for the
past year has been teaching a Baptist
mission school ut Alcalde, Rio Arriba county, is in Santa Fe for a summer vacation.
Cony T. Brown. Socorro milling engineer and mauuger of the Mines Development company In the Kelly mining district, spent yesterday in Albuquerque on business.
C. Bulllngton. J. Downelly and
F.
Clark, three Chicago young men, en
route to Los Angeles, stopped over in
Albuquerque last night. They will resume their trip tonight.
Warren Plummer, son of Mrs. Ida
L. Plummer, stenographer in the probate clerk's office, will leave tonight
for Denver, Colo., to visit his grandmother during the summer.
Mrs. J. S. CandelarloJ and daughter.
Miss Alice Candelarlo, of Santa Fe,
have gone to Mr. Candelarlo
ranch
at La Cuevu, w here they w ill spend
the summer.
Jose O. Tabaada, of Chihuahua,
Mexico, accompanied by a friend, arrived here this morning from th
south. They will leave tonight for
Los Angeles, where Mr. Tabaada is to
enter a business college.
K. I). Ewers, deputy L'nited Slates
marshal, left this morning on So. ID
for La my, where he will join "Marshal
Foraker ami his deputies, who have
in charge t lie live federal prisoners
being transferred
to Leavenworth,
Kan., from Santa Fe.
K. C. Wilson and family have arrived in Alamogiiriio. from Minnesota, and will make that town their
permanent home.
Mr. Wilson is an
attorney-at-lapracticed
who has
ills profession in the cold state to the
north for eleven years. He and family are delighted with the climate at
Alamogordo.
Peter M. Lienau. chief clerk In the
office of
Insurance
Commissioner
Jacobo Chaves, at Santa Fe. Is visiting his mother in New York city.
His mother Is anticipating a trip to
tiermany later in the summer and
may decided to make her home there
In the future.
Mr. Lienau expects t )
be absent about a month.
of San Marclal, are In

h,

CO.
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GEO. W. HICKOX

(lutlerrex. of Chlllll. Is a visitor
tho city todny.
"Candy" Jones, of I'nelilo. Colo., Is
In the city todiiy.
It. K. Lnrkln, of lu VeKis, spent
lh" ilny In Albuauprriif
Robert K. Putney utid wife left lust
nlirht for a trip to the east.
F. F. Woodward, of Trinidad, Colo.,
Is In the city on a business mission.
John T. Kxcisp, of Hertford. Conn.,
bus come to this city to make his
A.

eep your feet cool and avo:d

Men's YIH kid OxfonU
Men
Vrlinir Calf 0l'inl
Men's Patent Colt Oxford
Women's Chimbs
firl
Womru's Vli'l Kid Oxford
Women' Pntent Kid Oxford....
Children's Oxford and Slippers
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Hot Weather Comfort
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Palace

BEEN

FALSE

Yesterday In the district court of
Bernalillo county, an appeal was tiled
from the ruling of Probate Judg.'
Jesus Romero, In the case of Paulila
and Andres C. Candelurla, minors,
and their guardian, Emigran Cande-larlagainst K. A. Miera, of
county.
The appellants ask
that the probating and approving of
the last will ami testament of Paula
(iarcia de Mirewlll. deceased, approv-- !
ed March D, IStDl. be set asida.
'
After hearing the petition of the
a.

RAILROAD
Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut filu.s.. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQL' A UK DEAL.

AVE.
We Invite

appellants, the probate court declde.l
it should be dismissed as the petition
"M nm nied within a year after the
nearing.
The petition aliened that Paula
OarciH de ' Mirewlll. grandmother of
the plaintiff, died at Corralen, Jan.
2". 1901. and that on March 6, 101.
A. Miera produced a document
purporting to be the will of the de
ceased and had It probated with hlm- seu as executor.
It is alleged that
this will was not signed by the de
ceases; was not her last will and
testament and that proper newspaper
notification were not given of the
proceedings.
It further nlleges that
the deceased was lncanable uf mak
ing a will and was Induced by undue
Influence by the defendant.
Oreen chill, okra. bell nenners. head
lettuce, asparagus, cauliflower, onions,
radishes, beats, turnips, rheubarb. tomatoes, green and wax beans, cucumbers, cabbage, squashes, egg plant, at
i tie Monarch Grocery.
Our new corn cure will cure your
corn while you sleep. Takes out the
pain at once anil removes tne corn in
from two to four days. 10 and 2!'.o.
packages.
May's Shoe Store, 314
. est
Railroad fivenue.

8an-dov'-

al

MARKET
'

We Have an Exceptional Showing

g

private family. Cse of bath. $8.
Lady preferred, fin w est Coal ave.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
in new house at 309 South Walter.
Gentleman preferred. No sick need
apply. Call at grocery store, corner Central avenue and Broadway.
AM, SEASON Blj: I IU ITS AM)
VEGETABLES AT .. E. PALMER S
I IKST AMI M A I () r rTTK.
In
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below the surface of

their work, and telling thought is stitched
h
into our
Smart Clothes. You,
being a man of today, are interested in good
Stein-Bloc-

the

that fit. Ours are yours, and

label marks them.
Two-Pie$ 9.00 to $18.00
Men's Suits
Business Suits for Men
$12.00 to $30.00
h

ce

MAIL

ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

E. L. WASHBURN! COMPANY
119 West Gold

122 South Second
f

Spring Lamb

s

o

SVI'I'ltllAV'S SPECIAL SALE.

of fresh ginger snaps
Large pkg of oat flakes
1 bottle of chow chow. 1 bottle or
pickles and 1 bottle of catsup
for
4 lbs., of soda crackers
2 cans of California grapes
3 dozen of fresh Kansas eggs. . .
2 cans of clams
2 cans of sardines In mayonnaise
dressing
2
pkgs of cold water
His.

Popular

Prices

We have the three and
styles as
you may prefer, in a wide diversity of fabrics.
These are skeleton lined to match the cloth, with
the pockets "stayed" so they will not sag. The
fronts are interlined with canvas or haircloth to
give stability. The trousers have cuffs,
and side buckles and are made with an inclinaeffect, for Summer wear.
tion toward the peg-to- p
Especially good values are priced at
two-butt-

o.

l

15c
25c

HERMAN

H

2f.c

25c
25c
25c

8

PROPRIETOR

Arno & Coal

E5c

I

ZWEIGART

Phone 185

on

$12

$15

$18

ps

$20

?!..

SIMON- STF.RN
"

I

Avenue iiouiier
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25c

of

Summer Clothes
At

Rebekahs are requested to meet
O. F. hail Sunday morning at
clock, and will attend the Odd
Fellows' service at the Presbyterian
chu rch.
All
I.
10 o

at

nt

15c
25c
15c

starch

cans of deviled ham
cans of soup
Tapioca, per iik?
THE M 7.E.
Win. KIEKE, IToprletor.
6
2

9q

pineapples,
Cherries, cantaloupes,
fresh apricots, blackberries, strawberoranges,
banaries. Loganberries, tine
nas, grape fruit ut The Manarch

115-11- 7

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose, Garden Tools

PAL-MEIC.-

WATER
COOLERS

t

MOWERS

IvANSiS CITY

Miis C. P. Crank.

Sweetbreads
Brains
Roasts

Second S rett

- Specia.lt

LAWN

None Better

XI I 1 1 1M 1 I Y
Reductlon In Trimmed Hats
North

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

TREE PRUNERS
lYicliOf tmclc Harvesters and Mowers

HKOWNS.

512

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Copper Ave. , Tel. 74

IX THE
BEST EKEslI MEATS
CITV OX THE SLAB AT .1. E.
IT lis I' A.M M AIMil ETTE.
IlL'Y VOIR ICE CREAM AND
GOEF'S,
CORXEK
AT
CANDY
EOl'KTH AM) ItAILUOAD. AND
SAVE MONEY.
There Is no case of Indigestion, no
matter how obstinate, that will not be
sneedilv relieved by the use of Kodol
Kodol contains the same juices found
Conforms to
in a healthy stomach.
the Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold
by J. H. O'RIeliy Ac Co.
Tonight.
If you would enjoy tomorrow take
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
an
Tablets tonight. They produce
ngreeablo laxative effect, clear the
head and cleanse the stomach. Price
Samples free at all drug
25 cents.
gists.
USE Bl.l, SIMVVY. SAXTA
EE CENTRALS VS. MclXTOSII

of

STYLISH DRESSMAKING

Morelli, the Tailor

BUY MERRITT'S

Ladies' and Men Clothing CleanMen's
and Repaired.
Suits made to order. All work guarreasonable.
Prices
anteed.
I OS N First St.

Beef Tenderloins

Pork Tenderloins

Steaks

BRST

Just what you
want.
Just what you

CREAMERY BUTTER

ed, Pressed

need.

JUST OPENED

The Season's Newest
and Latest.

SHAWS BAKERY
212 W. Silver Ave.

JUST RECEIVED

I

FANCY DRY GOODS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

224 W.

C Wilson

FRESH DRY BATTERIES

Gold

Direct Ftom the Factory

The Railroad Avenue Optician

Eyes Examined Free
114 Railroad Avenue
ALBUQUERQUE,

BELL'S

$

kit

S02 West Railroad Avenue. Rhone 131

m

m

I

Am

nigh urade Mioes
Our Specialty
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if The

Reliance Electric & Cons'. Co. 'Jj

N. M.

Store

Is the place for fash
ionable and timely &
footwear.

A New Supply of

O.D.

C. H. Carries,

Ideal hoe J

C7?

"You have tried the rest why
not g;et the Hest" at Shaws.
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T

IDEAL SHOE
Leon

...
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2

1

ti

Herlzog.

WPSI Km

STORES

Manager

mail

A

IA

LIVERY

New Location

the TAILOR

Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Fins Clothes
N. T. Armijo Building.

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
lo.n K.Uaka free.

HAW LEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

Wm. CHAPLIN
FiNE FOOTWEAk
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlee

BOSEMIEIp'S,

0
6

Room 7.

Agents l'or
FLORSHKIM SHOES
121 R. If. Ave.

f?

8

belt-loo-

Maker of

Stein-Bloc-

Native and
Kansas City
Meat

o

GIELITZ

clothes-cloth- es

11

424 NORTH SECOND ST.
TELEPHONE 43

ll'rite For Our Xew Catalogue

KEEN MINDS CUT DEEP

rniD.iv, Ji'Mo i, ior.

MEAT

too Late to classify.
Ft Mi KENT Nicely furnished room

Mrs. M.
HAVE

CITIZEN.

FANCY WORK

LAST WILL ALLEGEO

10

EVENING

Transactions
Guarantee
118 W. fl. H. Art

I

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

0it
0
0

0
0

Harvesting Machinery

00

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - FULLY WARRANTEDt-- 7'

0
0

0
0

Write For Prices

0
0
0

O
O

Not Made by the Trust

''Z.'f'.W.'.tiJX.'V.triUZ'.'''

Albuquerque, N

Mexico
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